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ABSTRACT

A briefoverviewof adaptive controlmethods relatingto the design of self-tuning
proportional.integral-derivative(]:'lD)controllersis given. The methodsdiscussed
includegain scheduling,self-tuning,auto-tuning,and model-referenceadaptivecontrol

: systems. Several processidentificationand parameteradjustmentmethodsare discussed.
Characteristicsof the two mostcommontypesof self-tuningcontrollersimplementedby
industry(i.e., pattern recognitionand processidentification)aresummarized.The
substanceof the work is a comparisonof three self-tuningproportional-plus-integral
(STPI) controlalgorithmsdeveloped to workin conjunctionwiththe BristoI.Ba_ock
PID controlmodule. The STPIcontrolalgorithmsare basedon closed-loopcycling
theory,patternrecognitiontheory, and model-basedtheory. A brief theoryof operation
of these three;STI'Icontrolalgorithmsis given. Details of the processsimulations
developed to test the STPI algorithmsare given, includingan integratingprocess,a first-
ordersystem,a second-ordersystem,a systemwith initialinverseresponse,and a system
withvariabletimeconstantand delay. The STPIalgorithms'performancewith regardto
both setpoint changesandload disturbancesis evaluated,and theirrobustnessis
compared. The dynamiceffectsof processdeadtimeand noise are alsoconsidered.
Finally,the limitationsof each of the STPIalgorithmsis discussed,someconclusionsare
drawnfrom the performancecomparisons,and a few recommendationsare made.
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1. INTRODUCTION

lt _ed to be a difficult and time-comuming task to tune process controllers, but
in the past few years several manufacturers have begun to incorporate self-tuning ....
controller algorithms to automatically tune their proportional.integral-derivative (PID)
controller parameters. This work describes the research, process simulation
development, and tests for comparison of three self-tuning controller algorithms that
were implemented by researchers at Sunderland Polytechnic, Sunderland, England, to
work in conjunction with the Bristol-Babcock PlT) control module. These self-tuning PI
control algorithms are based on closed-loop cycling theory, pattern recognition theory,
and model-based theory. Bristol-Babcock, Inc., extended the opportunity to evaluate
these self-tuning control algorithms prior to their commercial implementation.

1.10BEEC'ITVF.S

The objectives of this work are to

1. investigate the operation of the three self-tuning control a!gorithms developed
for the Bristol-Babcock, Inc., controller',

2. develop process simulations needed to test these algorithms; and

3. test the performance and robustness of the three self-tuning algorithms prior to
their commercial implementation.

1.2 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RELATED ADAPTIVE CONTROL METHODS

Self.tuning control is just one of several related adaptive control methods. Most
single-loop controllers in use today are designed to control a constant-gain linear
feedback loop at a fixed operating point as shown in Fig. 1.1. However, it may be
necessary or desirable to use adaptive controller tuning methods for one or more of the
following reasons.

1. Most processes are really nonlinear.

2. Proce.ss parameters may change dynamically.

3. The process may have varying disturbance inputs.

4. Adaptive tuning techniques can improve performance.

5. Self-tuning improves engineering efficiency.

Several related adaptive tuning methods have developed from modern control
theory, including gain scheduling, self-tuning, auto-tuning, and model-reference adaptive
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1.1. Conventional feedback controller structure.

control (Astr0m and Wittenmark 1989). A brief introduction to each of these methods
is given below.

A gain-scheduling system monitors a process variable and adjusts the controller
parameters according to a predetermined gain schedule as shown in Fig. 1.2. There is
some debate as to whether this technique should really be classified as adaptive control,
because there is really no feedback path that interactively 'fine tunes" the controller
parameter values. This technique is used mainly to control processes for which the
dynamics are well understood (e.g., aircraft control).

Self-tuning controllers (STCs) continuously adjust their controller parameters by
using process identification and parameter by estimation techniques as shown in Fig. 1.3.
Some manufacturers' implementations also add a small disturbance input to the control

signal to assist with the process identification. Auto-tuning _ntrollers (ATC.s) are
essentially the same as the STCs except that ATCs calculate_new PID parameters _ at
start-up and on demand whereas STCs can continuously adjust their PID parameters.

Model-reference adaptive systems use a reference model to adjust the co.,,'roller
parameters to obtain the desired performance as shown in Fig. 1.4. First, an ideal model
is constructed to define the desired process behavior characteristics. T, len, the
measurement is compared to the model output and the controller parameters are
adjusted as necessary to make the process behave like the model.

Self-tuning systems and model-reference systems are closely related. Both
systems have two feedback loops; the inner loops are ordinary feedback loops and the
inner loop parameters are set by 'he outer loop. Also, the controller adjustments for
both types of systems are based on both input and output sampling. Although much
research has been done for each of these adaptive control techniques, most of the
industrial adaptive controllers that have been developed use the self-tuning control
technique.

Other adaptive control techniques (e.g., linear quadratic gat_ian, generalized
minimum variance, and various predictive control techniques) have been industrially
implemented, but these are considered to beyond the scope of this work.

1.3 ORGANIZATION

A literature survey ,,,,,asdone to determine which adaptive control methods were
most commonly being used. A brief' int,oduction to the methods that relate to the
design of currently available self-tuning PID controllers is given above. The methods
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discussed include gain scheduling, self-tuning, auto-tuning, and model-reference adaptive
control systems.

Chapter 2 provides additional background information specifically relating to self-
tuning controllers. The two most essential parts of the self-tuning controller are
examined-,the process identification technique and the parameter adjustment method.
The process identification techniques discussed include transient-response analysis,
frequency-response analysis, and parameter estimation methods. The PID controller
parameter adjustment techniques presented are the Ziegler-Nichols and the pole-
placement methods. Then, the characteristics of the two most common types of self-
tuning controllers that have been implemented by industry (i.e., pattern recognition and
process identification) are summarized.

A brief theory of operation for the three self-tuning proportional-plus-integral
(PI) control algorithms developed by researchers at Sunderland Polytechnic, Sunderland,
England, for use with the PID control module of Bristol-Babcock, Inc. (BBI) is given in
Chapter 3 (full details are given in the original research report included in Appendix A).
Bristol-Babcock graciously agreed to allow an independent evaluation of these algorithms
prior to their commercial implementation. These algorithms are based on closed-loop
cycling theory, pattern recognition theory, and model-based theory.

Various process simulations were developed to test each controller's performance
and to determine the types of processes for which each of the controller algorithms
might best be suited. The processes that were simulated include an integrating proc.ess,
a first-order system, a second-order system, a system with initial inverse response, and a
system with variable time constant and delay. The details of the process simulation
design and the controller tests are given in Chapter 4.



InChapter5,theSTPIalgorithms'performancewithregardtobothsetpoint
changesandloaddisturbancesisevaluated,andtheirrobustneuiscompared.The
effectsofprocessdcadtimeandnoisearealsoconsidered.

Finally,thelimitationsofeachoftheself.tuningcontrolleralgorithmsisdiscussed
inChapter6. Some conclusionsaredrawnfromtheperformancecomparisons,and
severalrecommendationsaremade.



2. FURTHER SELF-TUNING CONTROL BACI_GROUND

The two most essential partsof the self-tuning controller are the process (or

system) identification technique and the parameter adjustment method (Fig. 1.3). These
two important elements will be examined in greater detail in the following sections.

2.1 PR_ IDENTIFICATION TE,CHNIQUI_

Most commercially available self-tuning controllers use one of the following

process identification techniques--transient-response analysis, frequency-response analysis,
or parameter estimation methods.

2.1.1 Transient-Response Analysi=

Transient-analysis techniques can identify simple (first- or second-order systems
with or without deadtime) proce_es from an open-loop step-input response plot when
the following conditions are satisfied.

1. The system is initially in steady state when the test begins.

2. The system is approximately linear (in the test range).

3. Measurement errors are negligible (i.e., the system is relatively noise free).

Although most processes are nonlinear and complex, most can also be
approximated as a tint-order process with time delay as given by

Ke "t' (2.1)C_,(s)= . • .
l +Ts

The process gain K time constant T and deadtime L can easily be determined
from the step-response reaction curve of a first-order process (Fig. 2.1).

Oscillatory (i.e., second-order) systems can also be identified by using transient-

response analysis techniques (Fig. 2.2). Once, the period of oscillation T_ and damping d
are obtained, they are used to calculate the natural frequency _, and relative damping
factor _ to identify a second-order system of the form

Kco2 (2.2)c,(s)-
s2 , 2_t0,s * t%2

where 2x
= and --

r,¢1-
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L = Delay
T = Time constraint

2.1. Typical step response of s first-oniea"process.
Source: K. J. AstrSm and Tore H_lgglund,Automotic Tuning
of PID Controllers, Fig. 3.2B, p. 32, reprinted with permission
from the Instrument Society of America, Raleigh,
North Carolina, 1988.

Transient-response process identification techniques are implemented in closed-
loop self-tuning controllers in a variety of forms. Some STCs superimpose step (or
pulse) disturbances on the reference signal. Some units only retune the controller
parameters after setpoint changes or relatively large load disturbances. The desired
system performance characteristics be may also be requested in many different ways (e.g.,
desired damping, overshoot, time constant). Many units also include heuristics and
additional logic to handle systems of increased complexity.



k = Gain

a = Magnitude of first peak

T. = Period of oscillation

d = Damping

2.2. Typical step response of a second.-o_atexprocess. Source: K. J. AstrOm
and Tore H_lgglund, Automatic Tuning o]"PID Controllers, Fig. 3.4, p. 34,
reprinted with permission from the Instrument Soci¢,ty of America, Raleigh,
Noah Carolina, 1988.

Z 1.2 Frequency-Response Analysis

Frequency-response analysis techniques czn also be used to identify simple
processes as well as some processes that have more complex forms. Many frequency-
response analysis techniques exist. The Ziegler-Nichols frequency-response method is
probably the most well known. However, the relay feedback method is really the most
practical.

For a sinusoidai input, a stable linear system will produce a sinusoidai output
after a brief transient response (Fig. 2.3). This means that the relationship between the
input and output of a process can be described by two numbers:

1. the quotient of the output and input amplitudes a and

2. the phase shift between the input and output signals ¢,.
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2.3. Typical sinusoidal output response to a slausoidal
input. Source: K. J. Astr6m and Tore Htlgglund, Automatic
Tuning of PID Controllers, Fig. 3.5, p. 38, reprinted with
permission from the Instrument Society of America, Raleigh,
North Carolina, 1988.

However, the system response with this method can be determined at only one
point from each sinusoidal input. To completely describe the transfer function of the
process, a and ,p must be known at ali frequencies

CKi_0)- a(_)e ''(') (2.3)

where

a()--Ic4i)1 ,

--

Fortunately, techniques have been developed that require the knowledge of the
system response at only one frequency. The Ziegler-Nichols frequency-response
technique is one experimental method of identifying the process. This can be done with
the following steps.

1. Set the controller integral and derivative terms to zero.
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2. Adjustthegainuntiluniformoscillationsareobtained(Fig.2.4).Thisgainis
calledtheultimategain.

3. Calculate the critical system frequency at the ultimate gain.

Several design methods could then be used if this technique could be automated.
However, implementation problems prevent the Ziegler-Nichols frequency-response
method from being a practical design for implementation in an industrial self-tuning
controller. The primary reason this technique is difficult to safely automate is that
operating some processes at or near their point of instability may be harmful to the
equipment or dangerous to personnel.

The relay feedback method (AstrSm and Hggglund 1988) is a practical design
technique for identifying a process (Fig. 2.5). lt uses a relay to automatically generate a
sinusoidal output until the appropriate oscillations are obtained (Fig. 2.6). The ultimate
period and ultimate gain are easily calculated from the critical frequency, and then the
PID parameters can be determined.

This technique can be easily automated, and only one parameter must be
specified--the initial relay amplitude. However, the most widely used process
identification method is the parameter estimation technique.

2.1.3 Parameter Estimation Techniques

Parameter estimation techniques involve sampling the controller's input and
output and constructing a mathematical model of the proc#._. The most common
parameter estimation technique is recursive in nature. The controller input/output (I/O)
is sampled, and process model parameters are computed recursively by using matrix
manipulation techniques to fit a predetermined low-order process model.

There are some distinct advantages to using the parameter estimation technique
to identify the process. The process model output is continuously refined_ and the
controller can continuously update the PID parameters. However, the parameter
estimatior_ technique also has some disadvantages. The mathematics involved are more
complex, and more prior information must be specified by the user (e.g., sampling
period, initial model parameters). Thus, most products that use this technique have a
pretuning phase (based on one of the transient or frequency analysis techniques) to
obtain the additional required information.

2.2 PID PARAME'TF_aRADJUS'I_ENT TECIINIQUES

Once the process identification is complete, the self-tuning controller uses some
technique to determine how to adjust the PID parameters. The most widely used PID
parameter adjustment methods are the Ziegler-Nichols method and the pole-placement
methods. Each of these methods will now be examined in further detail.
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2.4. Varied output response plots for the tame process with different
controller gains. Source: K. J. Astr0m and Tore H/lgglund, Automatic Tuning
of PID Controllers, Fig. 3.7, p. 39, reprinted with permission from the
Instrument Society of America, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1988.

P,Oe c ........ = y

Yr t I

2.5. Relay feedback controller structure.. Source: K. J. AstrSm and Tore H/tgglund,
Automatic Tuning of PID Controllers, Fig. 5.2, p. 109, reprinted with permission from the
Instrument Society of America, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1988.
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2.6. Sinusoidal output respons(: generated by a relay feedback controller.
Source: K. J. Astr6m and Tore H_lgglund,Autoraatic Tuning of PID Controllers,

Fig. 3.10, p. 41, reprinted with permission from the Instrument Society of
America, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1988.

2.2.1 Zicgk:r-Nichols Methods

The two classical tuning methods that were presented by Ziegler and Nichols

(1942) are still wide.lyused--the Z-N step-response method and the Z-N frequency-
response method. The Z-N step-response method is based on an analysis of the open-
loop step response of the system (Fig. 2.7). Once the gain and apparent deadtime have
been determined, the recommended PID parameters and an estimate of the dominant

dynamics of the closed-loop system can be determined from Table 2.1.
The Z-N frequency response method uses the ultimate gain and ultimate period

to calculate PID parameters and dominant systcm dynamics (Table 2.2). The location of
the dominant system pole has a great effect on the system performance (Figure 2.8).
The Z-N methods are based on the idea that the system dynamics can be changed by

moving one point on the Nyquist curve (Fig. 2.9).
However, much uncertainty exists with the Z-N frequency design method. It is

not possible to determine the location of ali the dominant poles of the system from only
one point on the Nyquist plot. Several other techniques could be used if two or more
points on the Nyquist curve were known. However, most of these uncertainties vanish if
the pole-placement design method can be used.
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a = Gain factor

L = Apparent deadlime

2.7. 'l_ical open-loop =t_p--rt_ponse plot. Source: K. J. Ast_Sm and
Tore H_lgglund, Automatic Tuning of PID Controllers, Fig. 4.1, p. 53,
reprinted with permission ft'ore the Instrument Society of America,
Raleigh,NorthCarolina,1988.

2.2.2 Pole-Placement Method

For this technique, the process is approximated by a model of first or second
order. Then, the PID parameters are calculated on the basis of the desired closed-loop
pole-placement (AstrOm and H/lgglund 1988). The effectiveness of the pole-placement
method hinges on the ability to approximate the process accurately enough with a low-
(i.e., first- or second.) order model.

2.2.Z 1 First-order approximation

If the process can be described by a first-order model of the following form

k, (2.4)
_r v"_1+ r:'
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Table 2.1. Controller parameters and dominant dynamics obtained by
the Ziegler-Nichols open-loop step-response method

Controller Controller parameters Dominant
type pol

..... K TI'" Td "lne_1 i 11_1 ,11L i i iiii i i ' i ' I' i1 . _ J_ ........, u, 1,

P l/a ...... 4 L
__ ,. .,., J ., _

PI 0.9la 3L 5.7 L
-- ,a _ J, ,, -

PID 1.2la 2L L/2 3.4 L
_,,_ " _ _ "_ - - , . 7: " ' ' " • -_ _'-' : : " .--

Table 2.2 Controller parameters and dominant dynamics obtained by
the Ziegler-Nichols closed-loop froquency-respo.me method

,, ,, ,,, ,, , '" : .... _-- ]r _ , , i

Controller Controller parameters Dominant
, type ............ pole

K Ti Td T.
ii ii ] li _ ¶ " _ ' "' ii iml i| ii - iI i i I '

P 0.5 IG ...... t,
__ ,-, , . ,,,,, -- ,.,.

PI 0.4 k,: 0.8 t, ---- 1.4 tc_ ....... . ..........

f

PID 0.6 k¢ 0.5 tc 0.12 tc 0.85 tc
.............. -- ;....,,_ , _7

i

ii i i i ,i iii i - __
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2.9. Changing system dynamics by moving one point on the Nyquist eu_ Source:
K. J. Astr0m and Tore H/Igglund, Automatic Tuning oJ"PID Controllers, Fig. 4.4, p. 57,

reprinted with permission from Instrument Society of America, Raleigh, Nor/LhCarolina,
1988. /

then the process can be controlled by a controller of the form

The closed-loop system can thcn be described as

GrGx (2.6)
_C =

I + GiG_
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andtheclosed-looppolecanbeobtainedfromthecharacteristicequation

1 + GrG m " O. (2.7)

Substitution then shows that the characteristic equation is

:+s I+ +rir_

which can be compared to the characteristic equation described by the desired relative
damping and frequency

s2 + 2_s + _o2 = O. (2.9)

Because the coefficients of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) should be equal, we have

T,T_ (2.10)
1 + k_K

2_t0 - e, .
r,

Thus, the proportional-integral (PI) pacameters can be determined as

2_'_rt - 1K=

k, (2.11)

2_,,,rI - I
Tt--

_2Tl

2.2.2.2 Second-order approximation

If the process can be described by a second-order model of the form

G, - k, (2.12)
(t + r,s)(l + Ts) '

then the process can be controlled by a PID controller of the form
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Then, if the desired response is described by the characteristic equation

(s + aco)(s 2 . 2Co_s + ¢02)= 0, (2.14)

similar techniques can be used to show that the PID parameters can be calculated as

g'= rtT2_2(l + 2¢{x)- 1
P i,,

r T2':(t + 1 (2.15)
r,r2o:

Ta=
¢_2rtr2(1 + 2_'a) - I

2.3 TWO MOST COMMON INDUS_I'RIALLY IMPLEMENTED DESIGNS

In Summary, the two most common industriallyimplemented serf-tuning
controllers are based on one of two basic techniques--pattern recognition or process
identification. The characteristics for each type are listed in the following sections.

2.3.1 Pattern Recognition Method

Self-tuning controllers that use the pattern recognition method

1. monitor the controller's input and output;

2. identify the process by using transient- or frequency-response analysis;

3. compare the actual response to the desired response characteristics;

4. calculate new parameters by using Ziegler-Nichols methods:

5. automatically update PID values whenever possible; and

6. requi.": :_nlyrelatively simple mathematics techniques.
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2.3.2 Proccu Identific,ation Method

Self-tuning controllers that use the process identification method

1. continuously monitor the controller's inputs and outputs;

2. identify the process by using parameter estimation techniques;

3. construct a mathematical model of the process;

4. calculate new PID parameters regularlyby using the pole-placement methods;

5. automatically update PID parameters whenever nex,e,,_ary; and

6. require somewhat more complex mathematics techniques.



3. THEORY OF OPERATION OF THE BBI STPI ALC_RITHMS

The remainder of this work focuses on the testing and comparison of the three
self-tuning proportional-pl_..integral (STPI) control algorithms. These STPI algorithms
were implemented by researchers at Sunderland Polytechnic, Sunderland, England, for
use with Bristol-Babcock's standard PID3TERM control module. The algorithms are
based on closed-loop cycling theory, pattern recognition theory, and model-based theory
(a copy of the original research report is included in Appendix A). An abbreviated

theory of operation is given in the following sections.

3.1 CLOSED-LOOP CYCLING ALCdDRITHM _RY

This algorithm is a one.shot tuning method based on the Astrrm and H/lgglund
Relay Feedback Method (Astrrm and Wittenmark 1989). A relay controller and an
integrator used as shown in Fig. 3.1 generates a periodic triangular perturbation output,
and the process variable is forced to oscillate around its setpoint value as shown in
Fig. 3.2. The period of the oscillations is determined by the dynamics of the process, but
the user can constrain the amplitude of the oscillations by specifying the initial relay
amplitude characteristic, maximum and minimum controller output limits, and the
maximum allowable deviation of the process variable from setpoint. The tuning phase is
automatically terminated when a number of good oscillations have been recorded.

J Iii

. _ _ t_ prOcess - -_'

q

3.1. Bristol-Babcock, Inc., relay f_ controller ttn_ure. Source: Reprinted with
permission from C. S. Cox et al., Development of ACCOL Self-Tuning P1 (STPI) Control
Module, PL III, Fig. 6, Sunderland Pol_,technic, Sunderland, U.}C, 1990.

20
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3.2. Output response generated by the dosed-loop cycling
algorithm. Source: Reprinted with permission from C. S. Cox ct al.,
Development of ACCOL Self.Tuning P1 (STPI) Control Module,
Pt. 1, Fig. 2, Sunderland Polytechnic, Sunderland, U.IL, 1990.
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Upon termination, the period and amplitude of the oscillations are measured and used to
calculate new PI controller settings. If the tuning phase does not obtain good results
after the specified maximum number of cycles, then it will also terminate with no
recalculation of the PI parameters. This technique is explained in further detail in the
following paragraphs.

After activating the closed-loop cycling self-tuning procedure, the proce.ss should
obtain constant-amplitude fixed-frequency oscillations within a few cycles. The algorithm
is designed to automatically reduce the relay amplitude if the specified initial amplitude
is too large. However, if the initial amplitude is obviously much too large, the user may
want to manually adjust the amplitude during the tuning phase to keep the process
variable near the setpoint.

Once constant oscillations have been obtained, the Ziegler.Nichols critical gain
K,, for the process kseasily calculated. The ultimate frequency P,, is also calculated by
using the error signal and a zero.crossing routine. Once these parameters are evaluated,
PI settings could easily be calculated (for quarter-amplitude damping) as shown in
Table 3.1. However, Astr6m's proposed alternative approach, which allows calculation
of PI settings of any desired phase margin, is implemented in this algorithm.

Table 3.1. Ziegler-Nichols ultimak: frequency-response controller parameters

' ., , : ..= : 7 ,.... _ , : ,' ",,, ..... : ,, I',', ,,_ ,.'_'',' 'dc: ,_'_ , .

Controller Controller Parameters
, ,, , ,,,, ,,, ,,,, , , ,,,,,

Type
K_ Ti T d

: , ''I _ .... _"_: ,,', ', ' - ....... -_: , ,, ', ", , i ,, , ', _" ,, -_ , ' '

P 0.5 ......
t_ . , ......... , .......... ,,-.,,._ _ ..........

PI 0.45 K!, , P,/1. 2..........

PI.D 1 .. 0.6 K,, ..... p,]2 ...P,/8,

The developers recognized that every user may not understand the concept of
phase margin. So, to make this concept more user friendly, they only require the user to
specify the maximum de.sired percentage overshoot, which is then used to approximate
the desired phase margin. Although this method dcw.snot allow the user to specify an
overdamped response, from Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 it can be seen that this technique can be
used over a wide range of overshoot values to approximate the desired phase margin.
"lhc resulting PI values can then be calculated by

4 V,P.sin(_K =

' 2_2A (3.1)

rl_' 2n '

Two optional cnhanccmcnts may be needed if the pr(_e.ss variable is somewhat
noisy--relay hystcrcsis and digital filtering. The designers realized that noise
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3.3. Percent overshoot vs damping ratio for the step
response of a second-ordea system. Source: Reprinted with
permission from C. S. Cox et al., Development of ACCOL Self-
Tuning P1 (STPI) Control Module, Pt. III, Fig. 7(a), Sunderland
Polytechnic, Sunderland, U.K., 1990.

superimposed on the process variable signal could result in false relay switching and
invalidate the closed-loop cycling tuning procedure. Some hysteresis can easily be added
to the relay to improve its noise rejection. Choosing the correct bandwidth for the
digital filter is a more cumbersome problem. See the report in Appendix A,
Development of ACCOL Self-Tuning PI (STPI) Control Module, Pt. III, pp. 148-49, for
more details regarding these enhancements.

3.2 PAITERN _NITION ALGORITItM THEORY

This algorithm provides continuous self-tuning of the PI controller parameters.
When the pattern recognition self-tuning proc_:_lureis active, the PI controller
parameters will be recalculated following any sufficiently large disturbance or setpoint
change. New PI parametcrs are calculated in four distinct steps (Fig. 3.5).

1. The controller's error signal is continuously monitored for any disturbances that
occur over a specified threshold value. When this threshold is ex_ed, the
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3.4. Phase margin _ damping ratio of a second-order
system. Source: Reprinted with permission from C. S. Cox
et al., Development of ACCOL Sel_.Tuning P1 (STPI)
Control Module, Pt. III, Fig.7(b), Sunderland Polytechnic,
Sunderland, U.IC, 1990.

algorithm monitors the process variable to detect its peak deviation from
setpoint, E=tr

2. Then the recovery time of the loop response T_ is determined. Tc is calculated
to be equal to the elapsed time it takes the system to go from 90% to 50% of
the peak deviation from setpoint on return from the peak deviation.

3. T_.is then used in the evaluation of two integrals: S t and Sr Tl is the time when
the system has reached 50% of the peak on return from the initial peak deviation
(i.e., when Tr. is just determined).

S l is the area under the curve from time Tr(1 + a) to Tr(1 + a + ft).
S_ is the area under the curve from time Tr(1 + a + ft) to Tr(1 + a + fl + 7).

4, Having obtained thc value of these integrals, the new PI controller parameters
can bc calculated and updated as
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3.5.Annotated outputresponsedcscn'bing_ operation of thepattern
recognitionalgorithm. Source:Reprintedwith permissionfrom C. S. Cox
ct al.,Developmento[ACCOL Self.Tunm&PI (STPI) Control Module, PL I,
Fig,5, SunderlandPolytechnic,Sunderland,U,K., 1990.

K,- _, +(1- _,,,,_,(s, +e,), _s,]
(3.2)

,t-,° K,+(_- _N_(s, +R,)+_:,s_]

where

$1 = Area under the curve from time T1(1 + a) to TI(1 + a +/3).
S2 = Area under the curve from time Tl(1 + a + ,8) to TI(1 + a + ,8 + y).
R 2 = Level related to desired overshoot (R2 = OVERSHF)(D).
R_ = Area related to the actual overshoot (R 1 = YR2).
DONE = Confidence factor related to actual overshoot,
Kt, K2, K3, and K4 = Constants.

3.3 MODEL-BASED AL/3ORITIIM THEGRY

The model-based algorithm is primarily intended for use as a one-shot tuner,
although it may also be configured to operate in a continuous tuning mode (by the
expert user). A very important difference between this algorithm and the previous two is
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that the task rate must be carefully matched to the respome time of the process. The
developers suggest that a good rule for use with this model.based method is to select a
task rate that is approximately one-tenth of the process r_ time, which may be
determined from a step test (Fig, 3.6).

During the tuning phase, a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) is produced
at the controller output, as shown in Fig. 3.7. The user must specify the initial mean
level, OPMEAN, and the amplitude, OPDEV, of the PRBS: the mean level should be
chosen to cause the process variable to deviate at or near its setpotnt value, and the
amplitude should be sufficiently large to cause significant deviations yet keep the process
variable within acceptable limits. The mean level of the PRBS may need to be manually
adjusted during the tuning phase to keep the process variable near the setpoint.

While the PRBS is applied, the process output and the controller output data are
fed into a recursive least-squares.estimation algorithm that calculates the inathematical
model parameters. The model is a first-order lag with time delay:

Ke "" (3.3)
G,(s)- 1 . rs'

Although the digitized equivalent of this equation could theoretically have any
number of terms in the numerator to accommodate any amount of delay time, the
developers fixed the numerator terms to five. Thus, the digitized model equation is

Gp(z"t) = btz'l + b2z'2 + b'az'3 + b4z-4 + bsz'S , (3.4)-t
1 + alz

The process output and controller output are prefiltered by a digital band-pass
filter to remove dc offsets and high-frequency noise and to make the estimation
algorithm more robust.

At the end of the self-tuning phase, the identified model is used to calculate new
PI controller settings. The discrete form of the ACCOI., PI controller is given by

1 + (KiT- l)z "1co(z-1)= r, . (3.5)
1 - z -1

Ki is calculated such that the zero of the controller will cancel the pole of the
system model in Eq. (3.4). Because the sample rate T is known, Ki is easily calculated as
follows:

(1 + al) (3.6)
Kt- T '
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3.6. Open-loop step response to &:lermine a suitable task rate for the

m(xiel-based algorithm. Source: Reprinted with permission from C. S. Cox
et al., Development of ACCOL Self.Tuning PI (STPI) Control Module, Pr. I,
Fig. 6, Sunderland Polytechnic, Sunderland, U.IC, 1990.
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Now thetaskhitocalculatethe/(,that_,,/il_providetherequiredphasemargin
fortheclosed.loopcompensatedsystem,As withtheclosed-loopcyclingalgorithm,the
userhassimplydefinedthedesiredsystemperformancebyspecifyingthemaximum
deslredpercentageovershoot,whichisthenusedtoapproximatethedesiredphase
margin.However,themathematicsinvolvedisslightlymorecomplicatedthanbefore,
Withthepole.zerocancellationobtainedbydeterminingK_,theremainingcompensated
openlooptransferfunctionisgivenby

b:"I+ b_z'_+ b_ ")+ b: -4+ bsz's] (3.7)
OoL(z|)

N

i - Z"l J

To determinetherequiredKt,thefrequencyresponseofthecompensatedsystem
mustbecomputed.Thiscanbedoneusingthediscretetimetofrequencydomain
mapping

:'_ = e'J"r, (3,8)

By using this substitution, the open-loop phase shift can be calculated at any
frequency co,by using the relationship

' 1i E

arl_(7°t'(/_°)]"-tan-'[l-'aln_'_T-]- taa'l"tb__ Tjcos,,T] _,.ts . (3.9)

The angular frequency cooat which the required phase margin occurs can be
calculated as

arg_Got.q_oo)]---n + 6,,. (3,10)

The particular angular frequency coo which yields the desired phase margin is then
computed from Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) by using a linear search algorithm in the range

0 < co < _n. Once coo has been determined, Kc can be calculated fromT

l_.lb,eosi_o + b_inio o (3,11)

IGo,q' )l --K,, .......2 =



4. PR_ S_TIONS

To facilitate the self.tuning control algorithm tests, various process simulatlom
were developed. Because the self-tuning algorithms were developed for Bristol.
Babcock's distributed proce.u controller model DPC 3330, it was the obvious process
simulator of choice because the controller could execute both the self-tuning algorithms
and the process models simultaneously. The self.tuning control algorithms and the
simulation programs were written in ACCOL II, a language developed by Bristol-
Babcock specifically for use with their distributed process controllers.

The processes that were simulated include an integrating proce_, a first-order
system, a second.order system, a system with initial inverse response, and a system with
variable time constant and delay. The process simulations are connected via software to
the STPI module as shown in Fig. 4.1. More details of the test setup are given in
Chapter 5. The simulation programs and the STPI module code have been integrated
into a single ACCOL program (Appendix B).

In physical processes, whenever the input to the system changes, there is
frequently some time interval during which no effect can be measured or observed on
the output. Thus, each of the simulations includes a delay, or deadtime, term to model
the effect of this delay time.

There are usually also some known process dynamics that cannot be accounted
for in a simple mathematical model (e.g., variance in properties of the inlet process
materials, uncontrolled process environmental variables). These dynamics can be
classified as disturbance inputs. In fact, any input that is not a result of an adjustment by
the operator or the control system may be called a disturbance input. To account for
some of these uncontrolled process dynamics and to measure their effects, each process
includes load disturbances that can be added to the process inputs.

Although any unknown process dynamic could be classified as noise, one
common source of noise is associated with measuring the process output. Thus, the
process simulations include the capability of adding a noise signal to the process output
to simulate measurement noise. This was done by using the noise generator in the
GENESIS software package that is being used to monitor the process and controller
output. Each process is described in more detail in the following sections.

4.1 INTF._RATING PROCESS

Processes with integrating action are common, especially in the chemical industry
(e.g., tanks storing liquids, vessels storing gases, inventory systems storing raw materials).
A purely capacitive, or integrating, process will behave as if there were an integrator
between its input and output. Its output will grow (or shrink) linearly with time as
shown in Fig. 4.2 (depending on whether matcrial is being added or removed). The
value of Kj, (i.e., the procc.ss gain) is related to the rate of increase or decrease. The
larger the value of Kp, the steeper the slope (i.e., the larger the increase) will be.

3O
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controller and the process simulations.
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4.2. Unbounded output response of
a pure integrating process. Source:
George Stephanopoulas, ChemicalProcess
Controk An Introduction to Theory and
Practice, Fig. 10.3, p. 179, reprinted with
permission from Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1984.

The simulated integrating process (with deadtime) is described by

Kpe -_4#
G(s)= -- . (4.1)

S

The code to implemcnt this process is in Task 10 of the ACCOL program in
Appendix B. In practice, the process output will probably encounter some upper and
lower limits (e.g., a tank has a finite capacity). So, the simulation of the integrating
process has both upper and lower bounds.
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4.2 _-ORDER SY_

A first-order system is so-named because the time-domain transfer function of
the process can be described by a first-order differential equation. The first-order
process simulation (with deadtime) is described by

Cs(s)- .... . (4.2)
Tts+l

Unlike the integrating process, when its input is changed, the first-order lag
process automatically seeks a new equilibrium or steady state. The time constant rp of a
process is a measure of the time necessary for the process to adjust to a change in its
input (Stephanopoulos 1984). The value of K, corresponds to the ultimate or final value
of the output. For a step change in input, the output response would be exponential as
given by

y(t) = AK,(I - e'¢") . (4.3)

Figure 4.3 shows how the process output changes with respect to time in
response to a step change in the input. The output will reach 63.2% of its final value
when the elapsed time is equal to one time constant. After four time constants, the
output will have essentially reached its final value. The code to implement this process
is in Task 11 of the ACCOL program in Appendix B.

4.3 SF_XX)ND-ORDER SYSTEM

A second-order system is a process that can be described by a second-order
differential equation. The familiar Laplace transformation for a second-order system is
given by

r,,o
G(s)- (4.4)

s + *

where

Kp = systcm gain,
_o,,= undampcd natural frequency,

= damping factor.
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4.3. Output response of a first-order p_ for a step
input. Sotu_ce: George Stephanopoulas, Chemical Process
Controk An Introduction to Theory and Practice, Fig. 10.4, p. 180,
reprinted with permission from Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, 1984.

Thus, the characteristic equation is given by

(4.5)s_ + 2_)_s+ (o_, = O,

and its roots are

st, s:l = -t_, , _j_/¢2_ 1 . (4.6)

The form of the output response depends on the roots s_ and s2, which describe
the location of the two poles in the s-plane (D'Souza 1988). Three cases are easily
distinguished:

Case 1: overdamped response,
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Case 2: criticallydamped response, and

Case 3: underdamped response.

Case 1: Ocerdamped respomm

When _j > 1, two distinct real poles exist (i.e., two system time constants can be
defined) as shown in Fig. 4.4, and the roots can be expressed as

sI = -1/_ l = -_), + o.¢r_a - 1
(4.7)

V(tJ
/_.,

i

i I

-1/r 2 -1/r t

0 r

4.4. Output rcsponse of an overdamped second-order system for a step input.
Source: A. Frank D'Souza, Design of Control Systems, F'ig. 4.8, p. 139, reprinted
with permission from Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988.

Case 2: Critically damped rcsporme

When ¢ = 1, two real, equal poles exist (i.e., a single repeated root) as shown in
Fig. 4.5, and the multiple root can be expressed as

st - s2 -- - 1/1: - -_,, . (4.8)
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4_5. Output response of a critically damped second-order system for a
step input. ,Source.'Pi. Frank D'Souza, Design of Control Systems, Fig. 4.9,
p. 140, reprinted with permission from Prentice-Hail, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, 1988.

Case 3: U_rdamped r_po_

When _ < 1, two complex conjugate pies exist as shown in Fig. 4.6, and the
roots can be expressed as

s,, s2 = -¢_,, + jt0, 1_'_-_2 . (4.9)

v(t)

:k- -_,.v'5- r2 Joq < 1
0 t

4.6. Output response of an underdamped second-order system for a step input.
Source: A. Frank D'Souza, Design of Control Systems, Fig. 4.10, p. 141, reprinted with
permission from Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988.
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Figure 4.7 shows the output response plots for various values of _. It can be
seen from the graph that for values of _ > 1, the response becomes more sluggish as the
damping factor is increased. When _ = 1, the response is similar to the first-order
response, except that its initial response is somewhat more sluggish. For values of

< 1, the initial response is faster, but the system tends to oscillate around the final
value. This oscillatory behavior becomes more pronounced as the damping factor is
decreased. The code to implement this proce.ss is in Task 16 of the ACCOL program in
Appendix B.

Most industrial pro,_.sses can be adequately approximated by one of the three
systems described above. However, to more thoroughly test the capabilities of the STPI
controller, two more p,,,ocassesof interest were developed----a system with initial inverse
response and a system with variable time constant and delay.

4.4 SYSTEM WITH INITIAL INVERSE RESPONSE

The dynamic response of a boiler level-control system is quite different from
those systems described thus far. If the flow rate of the cold feedwater to a boiler
system is increased by a step amount, the total volume of the boiling water, and
consequently the liquid level, will decrease for a short pei'iod of time before it starts to
increase due to the initial ct_ling effect caused by adding the cold water. Thus, the

system will initially have an inverse response to the desired behavior.
A system of this type can be mathematically described by the difference equation

of two opposing first-order systems, yielding an overall response equal to

cs)--[ rt (4.1o)
 ts+ i-  as+ 1 't

This system will have an initial inverse response when both of the following
conditions are satisfied.

1. Process 1 is able to reach a higher steady-state value than Pr_ 2 (i.e.,
K1 > Kz)and

2. Process 2 is able to initially dominate the overall response of the system (i.e.,

Kz,/r2 > Kl/rl).

Figure 4.8 shows the overall response of the system. The code to implement this
process is in Task 14 of the ACCOL program in Appendix B.

4.5 SYSTEM WITH VARIABLE TIME CONSTANT AND DF_J_AY

For the processes that have been described thus far, it has been assumed that the
system parameters (e.g., gain, time constant) for physical processes always remain
constant. However, this is not always the case, especially for chemical processes.
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4.7. Step response plots of a second-order system for various
values of the damping factor. Source: George Stephanopoulas,
Chemical Process Control: An Introduction to Theory and Practice,
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4.8. Initial inverse mspome resulting from two
opposing first-order _ystems to a _tep input. Source:
George Stepha'aopoulas, Chemical Process Control:
An Introduction to Theory and Practice, Fig. 12.5,
p. 219, reprinted with permission from Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1984.

For example, consider the problem of controlling the chemical concentration of a
continuously flowing output stream from a mixing tank (Fig. 4.9). The tank has two inlet
stleams, each of which has a distinctly different concentration of the desired chemical. A
mass rate balance at the feed end of the pipe is given by

ctn(t)q_(t ) = ctqt(t ) + c2qa(t) . (4.11)

If only the flow rate of q2 carl be controlled, then assuming the flow rate of ql to
be constant at a particular instant in time, then

ctqt + c2q2(t) (4.12)

c_,(t)= q_(t)

where

q_,(t) = ql + qz(t) '
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v_- Fluid volume in pipe "-
v=. Fluid volume in mixing tank
q's - Flow rates
c's - Concentrations

4.9. Continuous concentration control of a chemical mixing procx:sa.

To solve the problem, one can also a_ume that at a given instant in time, the
volume in the mixing tank is constant. For a constant volume in the mixing tank, the
process transfer function from the feed end of the pipe to the mixing tank outlet is given
by

Tdc(t)- c_(t- _) - c(t) (4.13)
dt

where

_(t)= Vd and _r,t)-v. ,
q_,(t) q=(t)
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The Laplace transform of Eq, (4,13) is given by

c(,s'__),. e'" (4,14)t

c=(s) 1 .Ts

Thus, the process transfer function is

c_,(s)e"* (4,15)
C,(s) l.Ts

where

ctqt + c2qa(t) (4,16)

c_,(t) -- qt + q2(t) '

The code to implement this process is in Task 15 of the ACCOL program in
Appendix B.



5, _O AND COMPARISON OF THE BBI SI'PIALGORITI-IMS

EachofthethreeSTPIalgorithms(i,e,,clos_-loopcycling,patternre.x_gnltion,
andmodelbased)wastestedwitheachofthep_ simulationstodeterminethetyp_
ofprocessesforwhichtheSTPIcontrollersmightbe'stbesuited,A summaryofthe
simulatedprocessesisgiveninTable5,1.By varyingtheirparameters,thesefive
processesrepresenta widerangeoftheindustrialprocessesthatwouldtypicallybc
encounteredinindustry,More detailsofthe,processsimulationsareprovidedin
Chapter3.

ltisacknowledgedthatthepracticalimplementationofmostproce.ssesresultsin
systemsofhigherorder,especiallywhenthedynamiceffectsofthesensorsand control
elementsareconsidered.However,mostindustrialprocessescanbeapproximatedby
eithera first,orsecond-ordersystemwithdeadtlme.Anotherreasonforusinglow-order
systemsisthatthefundamentalconceptscanbe testedand understoodmoreclearly
withouttheadditionalmathematicalcomplexity,Forthesereasons,mostofthe
simulationtestingconcentratedon thefirst-and second-ordersystems(processesII
andIII).

5.1DESCRIPTION OF

The process simulations are connected via software to the STPI module as shown
in Fig, 4,1. The test procedure generally consisted of the following seven steps.

1. Select the desired process simulation and enter the appropriate process
parameters (including percent noise and process deadtime, if desired).

2. Select the STPI algorithm to test (changing its defaults only if necessary).

3. Set initial P, I, and setpoint values and allow the process to stabilize.

4. Enable self-tuning on the S'ITI controller (PI values are automatically
updated when self-tuning is complete).

5. Turn off self-tuning and allow the system to stabilize.

6. Test controller setpoint response with new PI values by changing setpoint
from 40 to 50%.

7. Test load step response by adding 10% load disturbance (to the process
input).

More details regarding these tests are given in the next section. A RESET
feature was added to simplify the setup procedure (steps 1, 2, and 3), and the test
procedures (steps 6 and 7) were automated to ensure repeatability.

41
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5.2 P_O_CE EVALUATIONS

First, the desired process simulation was selected (pr_ I, II, 1II, IV, or V),
and the appropriate process parameters were entered (including percent noise and
process deadtimc, if desired), Then, the STPI algorithm to test was selected (changing
its defaults only if necessary). Each of the three STPI algorithms is somewhat different
in design, and each has several special features that may optionally be set by the user.
Thus, it would be a difficult task to exhaustively compare the performance of the
algorithms while varying ali of their optional features. Therefore, the default settings
were used for ali parameters except where otherwise stated. For more details about the
special features, see the report in Appendix A.

The Bristol-Babcock PID3TERM module uses a noninteracting PID control
algorithm of the form

For the STPI controller tests, the controller gain was initially set to unity (i,e.,
P = 1.0), the integral, or reset, was initially set to one repeat per minute (i.e., I - 1.0),
and the derivative was not used (i.e., D = 0). Ali the process measurements and
controller outputs were scaled from 0 to 100%, and the initial setpoint was generally set
equal to 40%.

After allowing the system to stabilize with these initial tuning values, the STPI
controller self-tuning was enabled. Self-tuning is performed without user intervention
(as described in Chapter 4), and the PI values are automatically updated when self.
tuning is complete. Tables 5.2 through 5.7 show the calculated PI tuning parameters for
each of the five processes.

By comparing the calculated PI parameters in Tables 5.2 through 5.7, it seems
that the results for both the closed-loop cycling method and the model-based method are
generally comparable, although the model-based method generally seems to design
slightly more conservative values. The values determined by the pattern recognition
method are frequently widely different from the other two methods.

Upon further inspection, it was determined that the pattern recognition method
was frequently unable to design useful controller parameters for the tests became it
encountered ::t:20%maximum percentage change limits which are imposed on it (i.e., it
can change the PI parameters from those initially specified by the user up to a maximum
of only 20% for each adaptation). The change limits are presumably imposed by the
designers in an attempt to prevent it from dc.signing erroneous results. However, these
limits are a major hindrance to this algorithm when attempts are made to use it from a
cold start.

5.2.1 Process Inc_mpat_ilities

If the procc.ss is naturally integrating, the user can set the INTEG flag in the
ACCOL program before activating either the closed-loop cycling or model-based self-
tuning algorithms to indicate that the process is naturally integrating (the INTEG flag
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Table 5.2. Calculated proportional-integral (Pl) pm-an_"ter_for the integrating proecm

Controller _arameters for Process I
...... i ii ,

i,

Process Pl CLC PR MB

parameters parameters

Kp = 0,2 Gain (Kt) 1,740 1,200 0,5514
rp = 0,0 Integ (Kt) 6,264 1,200 19,52CF 70,51% 0,0% 58,84%

Kt, = 1,0 Gain (K,,) 0.5583 0.8320 0.3396
rp = 0.0 Integ (I_) 9,019 0,8333 30.66CF 56.53% 21,27% 60.62%I .... -..... i I , i m

__2 _ L : ._ i, ,, i , ,i ,,, , : i,'% , , ,

CF = Confidence factor.

K, = Controller gain.
Kt = Controller integral.
Ka,= Process gain.
rp = Process time constant.

Table 5.3. Calculated proportional-integral (PI) paranwaers for the first-order process

,,, ,, i - ,, ,, .... ',' .... ,' 1 ,i,_ 'L .........1

Controller parameters for Process II
.....

Process parameters PI CLC PR MB
parameters

I<1,= 1.0 Gain (K,:) 1.556 1.200 2.506
-cp= 5.0 Integ (Kl) 11.27 1.200 11.96
r,t = 0.0 CF 94.72% 0.0% 99.95%

OVERSH = 10% ,,,,,

Kp = 1.0 Gain (K_) 1.548 1.0 0.5672
rp = 5.0 Integ (K3 2.038 1.0 10.90
rd = 0.0 CF 51.35% 0.0% 99.85%

OVERSH = 0% ,, ,,

,, -.__ :

CF = Ck)nfidence factor.

I_ = Cx)ntroller gain.
K_ = Controller integral.
Kt, = Prcx:.e.ssgain.
r,t = Dcadtime.

= Pr(xess time constant.
VERSH = Ovcrshtx}t.
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q

Table 5.4. C,_k,-ulatedproportlonal-lntegral {nu'mnete_ (PI) for the mx:ond-order proeeM
(t,, = ozz)
i I,,, ,,, ! III I I I_ III I II I III I I _ni.. ---

Controller parameters for Process III (ra,, = 0,2)

Process PI CLC PR MB
parameters parameten

ii I..... _ i [ of ii ........ [ i ] .... _ "_- III1_ . I II IIII1 l II . - II lill _ I ___l_±tll]l In 211j -I

I_ = 1,0 Gain (K_) 0,2855 0,9434 0,1486
re = 0.0 Integ (Kt) 7,046 1,200 2,469
¢ = 0.2 CF 70,38% 0,0% 97.48%,, , , , ., , , • ,., ,,

Kp = 1,0 Gain (I_) 1.173 1,200 1,178
rd = 0,0 lnteg (Kx) 4,698 1,200 5,663

= 1,0 CF 68.90% 0.0% 99,40% _
.,,, ,,. ,., ., ,,

Kp = 1,0 Gain (K_) 3,523 1,200 3.093
rd = 0,0 Integ (Kl) 4,698 1.200 2.214
_j = 2,5 CF 50,55% 0,0% 99.94%

I '_'1' ' L "11 i I1__ I I li [ iii i- l II ......... I .... ii

CF = Confidence factor, K_ = Process gain.
K_ = Controller gain. ra = Deadtime.
Kt = Controller integral. _ = Damping factor.

Table 5.5. Calculated proportional-integral parameters (PI) for the second-order proccas
=0.04)

, J ,.,.,

Controller parameters for Process III (ra, = 0,04)
, ,,,, , _ ,, .. ,,, ,,

Process PI CLC PR MB

parameters parameters ......
-- IIII II'mill I i I I _11 I I I I IIIIIII

Kv = 1.0 Gain (Kt) 0.3830 0.8929 3.583
r,j = 0.0 Integ (Kt) 1,427 0.9356 0.4287

= 0.2 CF 60.14% 71.43% 98.14%*
..... j

Kp = 1.0 Gain (K_) 1.640 1 200 0.5741
r d = 0.0 Integ (Kl) 1.303 1,200 2.143
_j = 1,0 CF 82.24% 0.0% 87.87%

......... q

Kv = 1.0 Gain (K_) 3.939 1.200 20.98
rd = 0.0 Integ (KI) 1,181 1.199 1,106

= 2.5 CF 64.11% 17.22% 25,63%*
: , , - ','L" '" '............

CF = Confidence factor, rd = Deadtime.
K_ = Controller gain, _ = Dampilag factor.
Kl = Controller integral. * = Calcualted value is unstable.
Kw,= Process gain,
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Table 5.6. C.alodatcd proportional-integral _ (PI) for the system with initial
inverse response

Controller parameters for Process IV

Process PI CI_ PR MB

parameter, parameters

Kt = 2.0 Gain (Kt) 0.8423 0.9450 0.4237
rt = 5.0 Integ (K0 5.500 0.9677 11.43
K2 = 1.0 CT 78.32% 80.69% 99.95%
r2 = 0.5

CF = Confidence factor. Kt = Controller integral.

Kt = Process 1 gain. _'t = Process 1 time constant.
K2 = Process 2 gain. r 2 =,Process 2 time constant.
Ir_ = Controller gain.

Table 5.7. Calculated proportional-integral (PI) parameters for the syrtem with variable
time constant and delay

Controller parameters for Process V

I l g[
parameters parameters

ct = 10% Integ (Kt) 3.089 1.200 1.356 |

c.2 = 90% CF 79.84% 0.0%

qt = 10.0
Va= 100
V.- 1(_ =

Cl = Input stream 1 concentration. Kv =: r:r_ gaql.
C2 = Input stream 2 concentration, qt ': Flow rate of stream 1.
CF = Confidence factor. Vd = Fluid volume in pipe.

K_ = Controller gain. V. = Fluid volume in mixing tank.
Kl = Controller integral.
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has no effect on the pattern recognition algorithm). In the case of the closed-loop
cycling algorithm, the controller will use a square-wave perturbation output (instead of
the sawtooth waveform). In either case, a proportional-only controller should be
designed. However, some problems were experienced when attempting to use the STPI
algorithms' INTEG feature to design a proportional-only controller (i.e., the feature did
not seem to work reliably). Therefore, the INTEG feature was not used, and PI
controllers were designed to control the integrating process s well as for ali other
processes.

Another limitation of the STPI controller algorithms, at least in their present
implementation, is that they are not suitable for controlling fast processes. However, the
one-second update will probablypose no problem for most industrial processes where
the Bristol-Babcock controller is generally used. One would also expect the STPl
algorithms to execute somewhat faster once they are commercially implemented (in
microc_e in PROMs) than they do when written in ACCOL.

5.2.2 Tuned System Perforr_ance

Several simple performance specifications can be used to evaluate characteristic
features of the c!osed-loop system response (e.g., overshoot, rise time, settling time,
decay ratio). However, several performance criterion also can be used to simultaneously
minimize multiple requirements. The most popular criteria used to evaluate the overall
quality of the tuned system response are

1. integral of the square error (ISE), where

tsr, -- /'e2(tt ; (5.2)
gO

2. integral of the absolute ,alue of the error (IAE), where

=f0"Ie(0 l at ; (5.3)

3. integral of the time-weighted absolute error (ITAE), where

tTae --fotle(t)I • (5.4)

The determination of which criterion is best to use depends upon which
characteristics of a particular process are the most important to control.

The ISE criterion stronglypenalizes large errors because the errors are squared
and thus contribute more to the value of the integral (however, small errors of less than
one would actually be downplayed). The IAE criterion penalizes smallerrors the same
as, large errors. The ITAE criterion severely penalizes errors that persist for a long time.
The IAE criterion seems to have the most practical significance because it gives a more
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accurate indication of the actual error (e.g., the area under the curve that can be directly
related to operating costs). For this reason, the IAE criterion was used to evaluate the
STPI algorithms' performance.

A controller that is tuned to provide optimum setpoint response (to step changes
in the setpoint) will not necessarily provide good load-step response. So, the controllers'
responses to both setpoint changes and load-step response were tested. During these
response tests, the controller's output and the process measurement variable were
sampled simultaneously at one-second intervals. The STPI algorithms' performance was
then evaluated by analyzing the tuned system IAE response data with MATLAB. The
results of the response tests are in Table 5.8.

From Table 5.8, it can be seen that the pattern recognition outperformed the
other two algorithms only once (for Process III, with _, = 0.04 and/_ = 0.2). Upon
close observation of the data in Tables 5.2 through 5.7, it is obvious that this algorithm
yields unreliable tuning results when used from a cold start. With this information, it is
safe to say that this algorithm should probably not be used from a cold start, but only for
continuous tuning refinements.

The rest of the test results show that the closed-loop cycling algorithm
outperformed the model-based algorithm in 10 of the 15 other test cases. Although the
model-based algorithm generally yielded results comparable to those designed by the
closed-loop cycling method, it failed to design a controller with stable PI parameters for
three of the tested processes. Thus, it appears from these tests that the closed-loop
cycling algorithm will generally yield the best results.

5.2.3 Dcad_ Effcc_

Various amounts of process deadtime were added to the first-order process to
examine the effects of deadtime on the STPI algorithms. The results of these tests are
shown in Table 5.9. The data in Tables 5.8 and 5.9 indicate that the closed-loop cycling
algorithm is more likely to design better P1 parameters for processes with deadtime. ']'he
pattern recognition method was unable to design useful controller parameters for these
tests because it always encountered the __.20%maximum change limits.

Note that the model-based algorithm actually computes unstable P1 parameters
for the test with 20 seconds of deadtime. This is an inherent limitation of the

implementation of this algorithm. Specifically, because the developers f'_ed the number
of numerator terms to five, only the deadtime information contained in the previous four
time samples is available to model the deadtime. Thus, processes with a large amount of
deadtime (relative to the process time constant) cannot be accurately modeled by the
algorithm.

5.2.4 Noise Effects

Measurement noise was added to the first-order pr_ output to observe the
STPI algorithms' sensitivity to measurement noise. The results of these tests are shown
in Table 5.10. Examination of these data along with the performance results obtained
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Table 5.8. Tuned ,yste.m integral of the abtolutc value of the error (IAE) reapm_ to
both tetpoint and load changes

=

IAE Response for setpoint/(load) changes

Procw_ and _- [ ' 1parameters* CLC PR MB, ..... i l l ' ' 'il'i I iii " -
, ,, i 11 , III I I I I I l I I I I I

Process I

=o)
Ke = 1.0 29.7 (122.3) 26.2 (707.8) 58.9 (108.9)

= 0.2 47.7 (57.4) 76_8(388.6) 122.5 (131.5)m

Process II

(Kp = 1, 'rp = 5)
OVERSH = 10% 31.0 (36.5) 285.4 (235.8) 9.9 (21.1)
OVERSH = 0% 161.7 (178.3) 400.5 (324.4) 86.8 (98.6)

r d = 5.0 118.8 (113.3) 287.0 (252.9) 277.0 (277.9)
rd = 20.0 415.1 (416.1) UNSTABLE UNSTABLE

NOISE = 2% 20.0 (32.7) 285.4 (235.8) 13.5 (25.7)
NOISE = 5% 25.9 (24.6) 285.4 (2.35.8) 48.5 (49.3),,,

Process III
(Kp = 1, rd = O)

(r_. = 0.2)
= 0.2 285.1 (398.9) 391.7 (351.7) 754.9 (415.3)
= 1.0 92.0 (110.5) 295.4 (244.8) 68.8 (92.8)
= 2.5 70.2 (38.5) 315.6 (260.8) 62.1 (86.8)

(t,. = o.o4)
= 0.2 857.3 (867.1) 687.1 (883.7) UNSTABLE
= 1.0 288.5 (233.8) 351.9 (299.6) 482.3 (446.0)
= 2.5 337.5 (132.5) 660.5 (522.8) UNSTABLE,,, ,,,,,,

Process IV

K1 = 2.0
rt = 5.0 135.8 (172.3) 359.6 (328.3) 114.6 (150.9)
K2 = 1.0
r2 =0.5 ....... _....

Process V

Kp =0.55
ct = 10%
c2 = 90% 78.0 (17.1) 550.1 (40.4) 340.9 (56.0)
ql = 10.0
Vd= 100
V.= 1000 __,, ,

*See definitions on the next page.
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Definitions for Table 5.8:

Ct = Input stream 1 concentration.
= Input stream 2 concentration.

K1 = Process 1 gain.
K2 = Process 2 gain.
oK_ Process gain.

RSH = Overshoot.

qt = Flow rate of stream 1.
Vd = Fluid volume in pipe.
V, = Fluid volume in mixing tank.
t0, = Undamped natural frequency.
r I = Process 1 time constant.
_'2= Process 2 time constant.
r,t = Deadtime.
rp = Process time constant.

= Damping factor.

Table 5.9. Calculated proportional-integral (PI) parameters for the first-order prtx:e'st
with deadtime

,,, , ,., ,,,, ,. ....,,.....

Controller parameters for Process II (with deadtime)

Process PI CLC PR MB

parameters parameters

Kp = 1.0 Gain (K_) 1.556 1.200 2.506
rp = 5.0 Integ (KI) 11.27 1.200 1.1.96
t d = 0.0 CF 94.72% 0.0% 99.95%,,

,, ,

Kp = 1.0 Gain (K,:) 1.035 1.200 0.4445
% = 5.0 Integ (Kx) 5.184 1.200 4.583
t d = 5.0 CF 80.15% 0.0% 92.14%

Kp = 1.0 Gain (K,:) 0.7103 1.200 3.126
rp = 5.0 lnteg (Kl) 2.147 1.200 27.23
rd = 20.0 CF 79.28% 18.22%* 13.56%*....

,,

CF = Q_nfidcnce factor.
K_ = Controller gain.
Ks = Controller integral.
Kp = Process gain.
r a = Deadtime.
rv = Prc.w,,czstime constant.
* = Calculated value is unstable.
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Table 5.10. Calc_atcd prol_ti_nal-integral (PI) paran_ters for the first-order p_
with noise

Controller para.meters 'for Process II (with noise) .

Process PI CI.C PR MB

parameters parameters
i i i i i iii i iiii I |J|l|ll ] ii i lullI I I I

I_ - 1.0 Gain (K0 1.556 1,200 2,506
rp = 5.0 Integ (Kt) 11.27 1.200 11.96
rd = 0.0 CF 94.72% 0.0% 99.95%

NOISE = 0% _

K_ = 1.0 Gain (K_ 1.924 1.200 1.822
rp = 5.0 Integ (K0 10.02 1.200 14.76
rd = 0.0 CF 51.22% 0.0% 96.87%

NOISE = 2%
, J,,

I_ = 1.0 Gain (IC..) 1.612 1.200 0.4356
rp = 5.0 Integ (Kt) 16.11 1.200 31.286
rd = 0.0 CF 57.03% 0.0% 31.06%

NOISE = 5%
..... i i Ii ii li , i i , _J i

, 1 ,, , ' ' '

CF = Confidence factor. Kp = Process gain.
K,: = Controller gain. rd = Deadtime.
KI = Controller integral, rp = Process time constant.

for these tests in Table 5.8, indicates that for small amounts of noise the performance of
the model-based algorithm is best, but for larger amounts of noise the closed-loop cycling
algorithm seems to yield better results. The pattern recognition method was once again
unable to design useful controller parameters for these tests because it always
encountered the _+20%maximum change limits.

5.3 ROBUS'I_F.,SS COMPARISONS

The two primary parameters that greatly affect the value of the P1 tuning
constants are the process gain and deadtime. PI controllers can accommodate any
decrease in proce_ gain or deadtime without destabilizing the loop, although the output
response will become more sluggish. However, the amount by which either of these two
prcw.c.ssparametcrs can be increased is much more important. The amount by which
process (or controller) gain or deadtime can be increased before reaching the stability
limit of the process is a measure of the robustness of the system (using the specified
tuning constants).
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In fact, system performance and robustness are inversely related (Shimkey 1.991).
Performance can generally be improved by increasing the gain (P) and integral (/)until

the desired system performance is obtained. However, robustness can usually be
improved by detuning the controller, although performance will be decreased. Thin, to
determine which STPI controller algorithm is really best for a particular process, it is
necessary to examine both the performance and robustness of the tuned systems
simultaneously, considering which of these characteristics is most important to control for
that particular process.

The robustness of the tuned system was determined by using MathCAD with the

following method. Given a plant [G,(s)], and controller [G,(s)], find the maximum
amount the gain could be increased (i.e., the gain limit Kt), and the maximum amount of
deadtime that could be added (i.e., the deadtime limit 7"1)before the closed-loop system
reaches the stability limit.

The gain limit Kt can be determined by computing where the magnitude of the
open-loop system is equal to 1.0:

[ xp, q%)o,q%) I = I . (5.5)

To solve this equation for Kt, one must know the zero crossing frequency t_z.
This is, of course, described as the point where the phase is equal to -n rad/s:

arg[K,O,(i'to_)O,(l'OJt,)]-- -n . (5.6)

Because Eq. 5.6 is independent of Kt (i.e., Kl does not affect the open-loop
phase), this equation can be solved using a linear search algorithm to obtain %, then the
gain limit can be calculated by solving Eq. 5.5 for Kt:

I
Kt = . (5.7)

p,q..,.)a,q.o

Similarly, the deadtime limit Tt can be determined by

IxP, I =  5.8)

such that

Because Eq. 5.8 is indctuendent of TI, it can be solved by using a linear search
algorithm to obtain %. Then, noting that

=,r tO, ] - (s
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the deadtime limit can be calculated by solving Eq, 5.9 for Tr, as

7'/-'

Although the above method calculates the gain limit and the deadtime limit
independently, both the gain and deadtime could be/ncreased simultaneously (by lesser
amounts) to drive the closed-loop system to the stability limit. The MathCAD routines
used to calculate these limits for both the first- and second-order systems are given in
Appendix D. Table 5.11 shows tile results of the robustness calculations. Because the
pattern recognition method rarely yielded reliable results from a cold start, the
robustness calculations compared the results from only the closed-loop cycling and the
model-based tuning methods.

The tuned system is generally considered to be robust if the system remains
stable when the gain (or deadtime) is increased by a factor of 2. Although no process
deadtime was specified except for two of the second.order process tests, these
calculations still give an overall indication of the robustness of the STPI algorithms.
Comparison of the data in Table 5.11 indicates that the two algorithms are nearly equally
robust, with one or the other having the edge for a particular process. Of the 11 tests,
the closed-loop cycling values were more robust for six of the proecsses, while the
model-based technique yielded better results for 5 proce.sses. The gain limit is, of
course, infinite for the integrating process and for first-order processes with no deadtime
(because a -180" phase shift would be approached for only extremely high values of
gain), lt was considered to be infinite for other processes if the gain could be increased
by an extremely large amount before the system became unstable.

5.4 PI PARAMETER ADJUSq'MENT EFF'ICIENC_

The pattern recognition algorithm is the most time-effici._nt because it
determines new PI values after each settxgint change or disturb_nce without any further
process perturbation. However, this algorithm frequently failexI to identify reliable PI
values (when used from a cold start). In their present implementations, the closed-loop
cycling algorithm is more efficient than the model-based algorithm. This is because the
closed-loop cycling algorithm automatically terminates after the process oscillations have
stabilized to update the PI value,,;,whereas the model-based algorithm just calculates new
PI values after a specified number of cycles.
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Table 5.11 Tuned systc_ robustn_s with respect to

Gain/(deadtime) stability limits

CLC MB
Process

parameters Gain DT Gain DT
limit limit limit limit

Pr_ I ,
("d=0)
Kp = 1.0 oo 2.28 oo 1.56
Kp = 0.2 oo 3.56 oo 2.74.... ,,

Proce.ss II

(Kp = 1, rp = 5)
OVERSH = 10% oo 5.23 no 3.14
OVERSH = 0% oo 8.84 oo 15.3

rd = 5.0 1.97 4.21 4.66 39.6
a.d = 20.0 1,56 42.0 * *

NOISE = 2% oo 4.42 oo 3.86
NOISE = 5% oo 4.07 0o 6.55 _, , ,

Process III

(Kp = 1, rd = 0)
(b, = 0.2)

-- 0.2 7.49 49.6 _ 275.9
= 1.0 _ 11.8 _ 10.1
= 2.5 oo 7.7 -L.... oo 11.6

K, = Process gain.

= Procw_.sstime constant.VERSH = Overshoot.

ro, = Undamped natural frequency.
ra = Dcadtime.

= Damping factor.
• = Not calculated because tuned system was unstable.



6. CONCLUSIONS

Of the three STPI algorithms, the clow.d.loop cycling technique is the mo_t
reliable and the easiest to use because lt only requires the user to specify the setpoint
(when operated with the default parameters), lt is also good from a cold start, Another
gtxxt feature of this algorithm is that it terminates and updates the PI parameters as
soon as the self-tuning is complete (l.e,, when lt has identified the period and amplitude
of the constant process oscillations). This algorithm seems to have been implemented
weil, but the Initial default relay amplitude frequently seemed to be too large for the
processes that were tested.

Although the algorithm automatically reduces the relay amplitude when the
specified initial amplitude is too large, when output limits are incurred it only reduces
the amplitude by a predetermined factor. Thus, if the initial amplitude is much too
large, several successive automatic amplitude reductions will be needed before the
process variable begins to stay near the setpoint. Some form of intelligent amplitude
reduction should be done analytically. One rather simple method would be to
approximate the slope of the output response, compare it to the amount of time the
output stays out of range, and theta calculate the relay amplitude reduction factor.

Another minor disadvantage of the closed-loop cycling algorithm is that it is the
only one of the three that simply cannot be used in continuous self-tuning mode. The
self-tuning must be initiated by the user.

The pattern recognition algorithm is the only one of the three that does not
cause any process disturbance during self-tuning. When this algorithm is activated by the
user, it recalculates the PI controller parameters following any sufficiently large setpoint
change or disturbance. Note that it is also the only one that stays on continuously until
it is turned off by the user. This could be either an advantage or a disadvantage,
depending on one's viewpoint (especially because it will retune following any sufficiently
large process disturbance), lt is also the most time-efficient because it determines new
PI values after each setpoint change or disturbance without any further process
perturbation.

The pattern recognition algorithm requires reasonably good initial values of the
controller PI parameters and is therefore not suitable for use from a cold start. The
algorithm also limits the adjustment of the PI values (the maximum change allowed after
each adaptation) to _+20%. lt is the only one of the three algorithms that currently has
any parameter change limits. A serious disadvantage of this algorithm is that it does not
work when the process response is overdampexl. The particular implementation of this
algorithm is rather simplistic, ltowcwer, its usefulness is greatly enhanced by using the
closed-loop cycling method as a prctuning phase to obtain reasonably good estimates for
the initial P and I values.

This algorithm could also be improved by adding some additional logic or
heuristics (similar to those implemented in the Foxboro EXAUr self-tuner) to enable it
to work when the process is ovcrdamped. Or, fl)r overdamped prc_esses, perhaps the
pattern recognitic_nalgorithm could increase the controller gain until the required
oscillatory rc.slx_nseis obtained and then perform the self-tuning in the same fashion.
The model-based algorithm can be Lzsedft'ore a ox)ldstart, although it requires more
values to be specified by the user than the other algorithms. Because the selection of an
appropriate sampling rate (i.e., ACCOL task rate) is extremely imtx_rtant to the prot_r
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operation of this algorithm, it should be modified to automatically approximate the
response time of the process (with a step response) and adjust the ACCOL task rate
accordingly, The STPI research report claims that this algorithm can also be used to
provide continuous tuning refinements (by the expert user). However, no continuous
parameter refinement tests were attempted with this algorithm, because of time
constraints,

One serious disadvantage of this algorithm is that it cannot properly tune

processes that have large amounts of deadtlme (see additional explanation in See,t. 5,2,3).
A potential problem with this algorithm is that lt employs the pole.zero cancellation
technique. This technique has the inherent disadvantage that if the process model is
incorrectly identified, or if the the process model dynamically changes over time, the
pole-zero cancellation may not work and the tuned system may then be unstable.

The mean level of the PRBS could also be monitored and automatically adjusted

during the tuning phase (as done in the closed-loop cycling algorithm) to keep the
process variable near the setpoint. If intelligent PRBS amplitude adjustment is added, it
should also be able to increase the amplitude if the initially specified value only causes
very small deviations from the setpoint. Deviations of at least 3 to 5% would most likely
result in better model estimation.

For slower processes, this algorithm's self.tuning takes an unacceptably long

period of time (using the default values) even though it adequately approximated the
model after the first few cycles. The algorithm should be modified to terminate model
identification and update the PI parameters whenever the confidence factor (DONE)
reaches some acceptable value (perhaps 85%) rather than just continuing to update
these values for a specified number of cycles (the default number of cycles is 50).

Although not as critical, the coefficient a in the digital bandpass filter could also
be adjusted recursively as new estimates of the process model are obtained to obtain
even better models (and thus more precise tuning).

As suggested in the original STPI research report, these tests confirmed that
some additional logic should probably be added to check the confidence factor, DONE,
before updating the controller parameters. In their present implementation, the PI
values will be updated even if the algorithm practically fails. Note that although the
cxmfidcnce factor does give some indication as to the reliability of the tuning parameters
for a particular S'ITI algorithm use, it should not be used to compare the performance
or robustness of one STPI algorithm to another.

lt might also be desirable to allow the user to limit the range for the PI
parameters or specify the maximum percentage change allowed after each adaptation for
both the closed-loop cycling and mcxtel-basedalgorithms (the pattern recognition

algorithm already limits the change to +_20%).
In summary, these tests dcrnonstrated that _me g_x:! single-loop adaptive

control techniques have bccn developed that can be used to adequately control many
processes. Although it is certain that single-loop self-tuning controllers will not be
enough to solve every process control problem, it may be lxgssible to meet increased
demands and achieve better proc_'ss control rc.suits simply by using one of these single-

l¢_apadvanced cxmtrol tcchniqucs. Because most industrial processes are still being
c¢_ntrolled with single-l_×_pPID controllers, perhaps one of these techniques can be

implemc.ntcd to obt_in the dc.sired cfficicnc'yimprovcments without costly redesign of
existing processes.
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lt _houid be noted that these tests actually evaluated the panlct_lar
implementation of these STPI algorithms and their interactions with the Bristol.Babcock
PID control algorithm, Different Implementations of these same algorithms could
provide somewhat different results, Likewise, if the same implementations of these STPI
algorithms were used in conjunction with other control algorithms of a different form,
widely differing results may be obtained,
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I. _ NTRODUCTION

The basis of the vast majority of today's commercial

controllers and PLC's is the microprocessor. The new families of

cheap powerful processors have produced environments suitable for

the development of both fixed-parameter controllers, often with

advanced features such as feed forward control and wind-up

protection, or, those possessing 'self-tuning' capabilities. The

idea behind self-tuning is to adjust the controller settings

automatically, based on the measured input/output behaviour of the

process under control. Fig. i presents the general self-tuning

structure favoured by most academic researchers. The idea of a

self-tuner has been with us for some time, the solution to the

extra data-processing requirements has only been economically

feasible in recent years.

The rapid advancement of microprocessor technology has

re-stimulated the interest in digital control implementation. New

control laws have been postulated but industry still appears to

favour a digitisation of the well known continuous time PID three

term controller. This dilemma has led to two contrasting

approaches to the use of this new computational power. The first

is to add tuning features to an otherwise standard PI (D)

regulator. This approach recognises that the majority of

regulators used in industry are still of the PID form and complex

processes may have hundreds of regulators. However, even after

careful instruction, instrument engineers and plant operators

often still have difficulty in installing and operating such
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regulators, A feedback control system is of little value if it is

improperly tuned. Several different methods have been proposed for

tuning PlD regulators. The need in tuning a controller is to

deter-mine the ,optimum' values of the controller gain Kc (or the

proportional band PS), the reset time Ti (or the reset rate in

repeats per minute) and the derivative time Td. The adjustment of

these tuning parameters on feedback controllers is one of the
)

least understood yet extremely important aspects of automatic

control theory. Several methods for manually tuning these

algorithms are used in practice, ranging f)'om ,trial-and-error' to

the more systematic use of empirical formulae such as those

proposed by Ziegler and Nichols (1943). However for some complex

processes, where the plant dynamics vary significantly in the

course of their operation, automatic retuning is the only real

answer in order to maintain a consistent final product. The second

philosophy is to provide a general purpose control law which is in

some sense optimal. By careful 'tailoring' of these control laws,

acceptable performance may be achievable in those situations where

PI(D) may not function too well, e.g. processes with long time

delays. These tuners might involve several design parameters which

are used to prescribe the characteristics of the closed loop

control system rather than direct entry of the controller gains,

as is done with the standard PID law. Such general purpose

techniques include: (i) Pole-placement (PP), (ii) Linear Quadratic

Gaussian (LQG), (iii) Generalised Minimum Variance (GMV), (iv)

Long Range Predictive Control (LPRC) and (v) Generalised

Predictive Control (GPC) . Table I summarises the underlying

control laws of some of the better k nowT_ industrial adaptive
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controllers; the majority are based on the PI(D) strategy.

Controller Manufacturer Law GS AT CT F
.....

Nova£une ASEA GMV • m • •

Connoisseur Predictive Control LQG • • • •

STR AccuRay Corp. GMV • •
DMC DMC Inc. LPRC • •
IDCOM Set Point Inc. LPRC • • •

Electromax F Leeds & Northrup PID • •
Exac_ Foxboro PID m • •
TCS 6355 Turnbull Control PID • •

2071 Microtuner Goulton West PID • •

UDC 500 Honeywell PID •

Micron P-200 Process Systems PID •
CRL 452 Control & Readout PID •

Eurotherm 810 Eurotherm PID m

Microscan 1300 Taylor PID •
SLC 3700 Bristol Babcock PID •

PMS-I00 Ferranti PID • w

Maxline IRCON PID •

5701 Fenwal PID •
EST G E5KN Omron Electronics PID •

VeriTrim Westinghouse PID • •
SATT ECA40 Satt Controls PID • •

INTELLICON Hungarian Sci. Acad. PID • •

Firstloop First Control PP • • m _

GS = Gain Scheduling
AT = Auto-Tuning

CT = Continuous Tuning
FF = Feed-Forward

Table 1 - Characteristics of Some Adaptive Controllers

This report explains the implementation of an STPI module,

within ACCOL, which provides an automatic facility for tuning

proportional-plus-integral (PI) controllers, and has been designed

for use with the standard PID3TERM module. The STPI module may be

used in either a 'one-shot' or continuous tuning mode. In the

'one-shot' mode, when tuning is enabled, the module will

perturbate the plant for a period of time, after which PI

controller settings are determined. The module then returns

control to the PID3TERM and effectively becomes transparent until
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it is once more enabled. In the continuous tuning mode, the

perfor_nance of the PID3TERM module is monitored, and the

controller settings are adjusted accordingly, lt should be noted

that the STPI module will set the derivative gain of the PID3TERM

to zero. The reason for developing a self-tuning PI module, as

opposed to self-tunlng PID, is that the final module is simpler to

implement and use, and is more robust within industrial

applications. In addition, because most processes exhibit

non-oscillatory, stable, open-loop behaviour, the active damping

provided by derivative action is not usually necessary for good

control. This, along with the inherent disadvantage of noise

amplification mean that dezivative action is rarely employed in

process control applications.

The STPI module incorporates three different algorithms for

tuning PI controllers. These three algorithms have proved most

popular with other controller manufacturers. This means that the

ACCOL STPI module should be able to match the performance of most

of its leading competitors. In addition to this reason, the

algorithms have individual characteristics and in a particular

application one may prove more suitable than the others.

(a) Closed Loop Cycling Algorithm (Alg. #0)

This 'one-shot' tuning algorithm forces the process variable

to oscillate around its set point value, as shown in Fig. 2. The

process variable is forced to oscillate through the use of a relay

controller, as illustrated in Fig. 3. An integrator is also

included in order to ensure that the process variable oscillates
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around the set pint value. The integrator gives rise to the

characteristic triangular waveform produced by the controller

output during the tuning phase. The period of the oscillations ia

deter-mined by the dynamics of the process, but the user has the

power to constrain the amplitude of the oscillations by specifying

limits on the controller output and process variable. Thus the

technique is inherently safer than the traditionally used

Ziegler-Nichols ultimate method. The tuning phase is automatically

terminated when a number of 'good' oscillations have been

recorded. Upon termination, the period and amplitude of the

oscillations are measured, and used to design the PI controller

settings. When operated with default parameters, this technique

only requires the user to specify the set point, and is therefore

suitable for use from a 'cold start'.

(b) Pattern Recognition Algorithm (Alg. #i)

This algorithm provides continuous tuning of the controller

gains. The key idea here is that processes respond to disturbances

(or set point changes) with distinctive patterns whilst under PI

control. By characterising these patterns, it is possible to

formulate some rules for re-tuning the controller gains. Note that

this algorithm is similar in many ways to how a skilled instrument

engineer might re-tune a loop. Re-tuning takes place following the

effect of disturbance, as shown in Fig. 4. During the disturbance,

the performance of the controller is monitored, as shown in

Fig. 5. Once the process variable has reached its peak deviation

(Emax) from the set point, the response time of the loop, TL, is

measured and subsequently used in the evaluation of the two
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integralsz Sl and S2. Havin':] obtained these values, the controller

gains may be updated, as described in Fig. 5. Note that the

pattern recognition algorithm requires initial values for

proportional gain and integral gain, and is therefore not suitable

for use from a 'cold start'.

(c) Model Based Algorithm (Alg. #2)

The model based algorithm is primarily intended as a

'one-shot' tuner, although it may also be configured the technique

to operate in a continuous tuning mode. The important difference

between this algorithm and the previous two is that the task rate
J

of the control system must be carefully matched to the response

time of the process. For example, the flow of a fluid through a

pipe may respond within seconds to a change in valve position,

whereas the pH within a large reaction vessel may take several

minutes to respond to a change in acid dose. These two application

examples would require the use of two different task rates. A good

rule for use with the model based method, is to select a task rate

that ks approximately 1/10th of the process rise time, which may

be determined from a step test, as shown in Fig. 6.

During the tuning phase, a pseudo random binary sequence

(PRBS) is produced at the controller output, as shown in Fig. 7.

The user must specify the mean level and the amplitude of the

PRBS: the mean level should be chosen in order to cause the

process variable to deviate at, or near, its set point value, and

the amplitude should be sufficiently large to cause significant

deviations, yet keep the process variable within acceptable
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limits. While the PRBS is applied, the process output and the

controller output data are fed into a recurslve estimation

algorithm, as illustrated in Fig. I, which fits a mathematical

model to the data. At the end of the tuning phase, the model is

then used to design PI controller settlngs. The model based

algorithm may be used from a 'cold start', although it requires

more values to be specified by the user than the closed loop

cycling algorithm.

In the STPI module, the user has four [__Q_ available for

tuning. These are designatedz

Method |0 - Closed Loop Cycling followed by Pattern Recognition

Method #I - Closed LOO p Cycling

Method #2 - Pattern Recognition

Method #3 - Model Based

Method #0 is the default method, as it is the most robust,

requires the minimum amount of setting up, agd will effectively

provide continuous tuning from a 'cold start'. Method #I is

provided for applications where periodic re-tuning ia more

desirable than continuous tuning. Method #2 is provided to allow

pattern recognition to be switched on and off following initial

tuning. Method #3 may be used as an alternative to method #I, or

else configured by the export user to provide an alternative

continuous tuning procedure.
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Fig, 8 shows the basic structure of a self-tunlng PI

controller implemented within ACCOL, The detailed connections

required to configure the self-tuning Pl controller are presented

in Fig, 9, The four major outputs of the STPI module ares

PROP2 - the designed value of proportional gain

INT2 - the designed value of integral gain

STATUS - a status word containing various flags

DONE - a confidence factor relating to the tuning

STATUS is a seven bit word which contains information related to

the tuning phase, Each bit represents a particular status

condition, and their meanings are defined as follows:

STATUS bit 0 - tuning in progress

(refers to all three algorithms)

STATUS bit I - pattern monitoring in progress

(refers only to pattern recognition algorithm)

STATUS bit 2 - relay amplitude reduced during tuning

(refers only to closed loop cycling algorithm)

STATUS bit 3 - relay amplitude very small

(refers only to closed loop cycling algorithm)

STATUS bit 4 - termination of tuning after 21 cycles, due to limit

cycle not converging

(refers only to closed loop cycling algorithm)
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STATUS bit 5 - input or output limits incurred during tuning

(refers to all three algorithms)

STATUS bit 6 - model gain negative, possibly due to incorrect

setting of the REVERSE flag

(refers to the model based algorithm only)

The status word may be logically ANDed with the appropriate masks

in order to determine the condition of individual bits. For

example if the STATUS word has the value 37, then this corresponds

to bits 0, 2 and 5 being set (i.e. I + 4 + 32 = 37), which means

that the relay amplitude was reduced during tuning due to signal

limits being incurred. Note that bits 0 and i are continually

updated whereas the others are only set during tuning, and remain

fixed until tuning is re-lnitialised.

d

DONE takes a value between 0 and I00% and provides an

indication of the success of the tuning phase. Note that the three

algorithms will produce different values for DONE because of the

different ways that it is calculated. DONE should therefore not be

used to compare the perfozmlance of the algorithms (the quality of

control is a much better comparison). In general however, values

of DONE which are less than 50% imply low confidence in the

designed controller gains.

lt is recon_ended that the results of the tuning are checked

using a CALCULATOR block before feeding them into the PID3TERM

module, as shown in Fig. 8. For example, the following calculator

block could be used to limit the range of the proportional gainz
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PROPI-PROP2

s,IF(PROP2_I)
PROPI-I

_ENDIF

zIF(PROP2_I0)
PROPI-IO

:ENDIF

Alternatively, the following calculator would only update the

gains if the confidence factor exceeded a specified valuez

:IF(DONE>50)
PROPI=PROP2
INTl=INT2

"ENDIF

This section presents a 'check-llst' for operating the

self-tuning PI module at its simplest level.

(I) Choose the self-tuning method using SELECT

SELECT - 0 z> Closed Loop Cycling + Pattern Recognition

SELECT _ I =7 Closed Loop Cycling

SELECT = 2 => Pattern Recognition

SELECT = 3 => Model Based

(2) Define whether the process ks direct or reverse acting using

the flag REVERSE. Note that ON implies reverse acting, i,e.

an increase in the controlle_, output produces a decrease in
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the process variable (default is OFF).

(3) Specify the desired SETPOINT.

(4) Set the required performance of the closed loop system in

terms of its percentage overshoot to a step change. Note

default value - 10%.

(5) Set the safety limits (if required) on the controller output:

OPMAX and OPMIN.

(6) (Optio nal ) Set variables in auxiliary signal list, if

required. Note that if method 3 is being used from a 'cold

start', OPMEAN must be set in auxiliary signal list 'B'.

(7) Initialise the tuning procedure by turning ENABLE on. Note

that tuning is initialised by the OFF-ON transition of

ENABLE.

(8) On completion of a 'one-shot' tuning procedure, control is

returned to the PID3TERM module, and the STPI module becomes

transparent.
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4, AU_KILIARY _I,L,TuS._Tu_.

Whilst the default values for the three algorithms have been

chosen to work well in most applications, the expert user may want

to tailor the parameters of each algorithm to match the needs of a

particular process. This facility is provided, within the module,

by allowing access to additional information which is contained in

a series of auxiliary signal listsz

Auxiliary List 'A' (for use with Methods 0, 1 and 2)

I. PVDEV

2. RELAY

3. INTEG

4. ACCEPT

5. HYSTER

6. PVA.MP

7. PERIOD

8. THRESH

(I) PVDEV (RW) - maximum peak deviatio_ of process variable from

set point during closed loop cycling. This may be used as an

additional safety feature. Default value = 100%.

(2) RELAY (RW) - amplitude of relay characteristic during closed

loop cycling. Note a good initial choice ca_, reduce the

tuning time. Default value - 2%.
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(3) I_4TEG (RW) - a flag which fs set to indicate that the process

h_s a natural integrating action, which fs sometimes the case

in level control problems. Setting this flag means that the

= closed loop cycling algorithm will use a square wave (as

opposed to triangular) perturbation sequence and will design

a proportional controller. Default value I OFF.

(4) ACCEPT (RW) - tolerance between successive peaks which

constitutes 'acceptable' oscillation during closed loop

cycling. When successive peaks, Pl and P2, satisfy the

condition 100% x JPl - P2J < Pl x ACCEPT, controller settings

are designed. Default value = 50%.

m

(5) HYS TER (RW) - a noise protection facility which adds

hystersis to the relay characteristic. HYSTER should be set

_ to 1/2 of the observed peak-to-peak noise. Default value -

0.2%.

(6) PVAMP (RO) - current peak amplitude of the process varlable

oscillations.

--

(7) PERIOD(RO) - current period of the oscillations, o

_

(8) THRESH (RW) - a noise protection feature for the pattern

recognition algorithm. THRESH ks a threshold value which the

measured error must exceed before the controller settings are

c re-assessed. Default value = 5%.

i

i

_I

__

I

i
I I



(Noce: RW - ReadWrite, RO " Read Only )

Auxiliary Signal List 'B' (for use with Method 3)

i OPMEAN 8a. Al 9a. DIAGI

2 OPDEV 8b. Bl 9b. DIAG2

3 TOTAL 8c. B2 _9c. DIAG3

4 ALPHA 8d. B3 9d. DIAG4

5 LAMBDA Be. B4 9e. DIAG5_

6 PERR Bf. B5 9f. DI AG6 _

7 ADAPTIVE 8g. C1 9g. DIAG7

(i) OPMEAN (RW) - the mean value of the perturbation sequence

during tuning. When tuning is enabled OPMEAN is automatically

set to the last value of the PID3TERM output. OPMEAN may be

manually adjusted during the tuning phase in order to keep

the process variable at, or near, the set point.

(2) OPDEV (RW) - the amplitude of the perturbation sequence. The

default value is 5%.

(3) TOTAL (R W) - the total number of samples in the tuning

period. Default value = I00.

(4) ALPHA (RW) - a first order digital filter coefficient

(0<ALPHA<I). Default value = 0.5.

(5) LAMBDA (RW) - estimator forgetting factor (0.9<ID_MBDA<I.0) .

Default value = 0.99.
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(6) PERR (RO', - the current value of the prediction error.

(7) ADAPTIVE (RW) - flag to set continuous closed loop tuning.

(8) Al, Bl, 'B2[ Bi_,",B4, BS, Cl (RW) - Estimated coefficients of
' i

the disc x:-e'_e:'/cime/process model.

(9) DIAG i, DIAG2 , DIAG3, DIAG4, DIAG5, DIAG6, DIAG7 (RW) -

Covariance matrix diagonal elements.

.=
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Figure 5 - Pattern Recognition Calculation,

Re-tuning Algorithm:

PROP2 = PROPI + (I-DONE).(KI.(SI+RI) + K2.$2 )

INT2 = INTI + (I-DONE).( K3. (Sl+R1) + K4.$2 )

where

R1 is a pre-defined area,

R2 is a pre-defined level,

DONE is a confidence factor related to overshoot,

and KI, K2, K3, K4, ox, _, ¥ are constants.
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PART II

S_ARY OF FIELDTRIALS
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FIELD TRIALS SUMMARY

This section summarises the results of the field trials that

were undertaken to evaluate the perfor1_ance of the self-tuning

algorithms on real industrial plant. Three sets of trials were

carried out. The first of these was on a pH control loop at a

water treatment plant belonging to the Sunderland and South

Shields Water Company (S&SSWC). The second set of trials were

carried out on various flow control loops at English China Clay

(ECC). The third field trial involved a pressure loop at a British

Gas Pressure Control Station. In all three trials, the algorithms

performed well using their default settings despite the widely

differing properties of the processes under test.

i. Field Trial No.l - pH Control Loop

Fig. i presents a schematic of the loop, which is used to

adjust the pH of the treated water. The controller output is used

to vary the speed of a lime pump which raisea the pH to the

correct value. Fig. 2 illustrates the operation of the closed loop

cycling algorithm in action. It is apparent that the pH signal is

rather noisy, and also that the process is subject to

disturbances. Despite these adverse conditions, tuning proceeded

in the normal way and produced good PI controller settings. Fig. 3

shows a longer time history of the tuning and it can be seen the

resulting control is as good as, if not better than the existing

enhanced PI controller. Also presented in Fig. 3 is the time

history of the model based algorithm, which was obtained on the
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following day. Once again good control is achieved, lt should be

noted that although the both tuning methods perturb the process,

the amplitude of the perturbations are not much greater than thosa

caused by the normal disturbances.

2. Field Trial No.2 - Flow Control

A range of tests were carried out during four days of testing

at the English China Clay works, all of which involved flow

control problem._. Fig. 4 presents a general schematic of the type

of loop under control. Fig. 5 shows the typical results obtained

with closed loop cycling tuning and Fig. 6 illustrates those

obtained using model based tuning. Both methods worked well in all

tests. Note that a shorter tuning period could probably have been

used with the model based algorithm, and also the amplitude of the

perturbations could have been reduced, if required. Fig. 7

presents an interesting result obtained when applying closed loop

cycling to a loop which had a faulty control valve. The fact that

the valve was faulty was not known beforehand, but was soon

diagnosed when the asymmetric oscillations were observed on the

flow signal. Subsequent inspection revealed that the valve was

sticking in one direction, and required maintenance.

3. Field Trial No.3 - Pressure Control Loop

Fig. 8 presents a schematic of the loop under control. The

control objective is to maintain a desired pressure at a point

which could be several miles downstream of the control valve.
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Fig. 9 presents the time history of the tuning exercise. Closed

loop cycling was initiated with a lower safety limit of 30% on the

valve command signal in order to prevent excessively high

pressures developing, lt can be seen that during the first two

cycles the valve command hits this lower limit and hence the relay

amplitude is reduced until acceptable oscillations are obtained.

In this test the tuning phase was deliberately forced to continue

(for safety reasons) while the operators went off to lunch, and on

return the cycling was disabled. A set point change was

subsequently requested and it is apparent that the control is

stable, although rather sluggish. This is most likely to have

resulted from the severely nonlinear valve characteristic. The

pattern recognition algorithm was then activated and another set

point change introduced. Following this change, the controller

gains were redesigned and the two set point changes at the end of

the test show that good control has been achieved (N.B. lower

safety limit has been moved to 25%). This example illustrates

nicely how the "piggy back" arrangement of the tuning algorithms

is used firstly to get reasonable settings which are subsequently

refined.
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PART III

CLOSEDLOOP CYCLINGALGORITHMTHEORY
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CLOSED LOOP CYCLING AUTO-TUNER

,p

i. Introduction

The majority of regulators used in industry are still of the

PID form. Complex processes may have hundreds of regulators. Even

after careful instruction instrument engineers and plant operators

often still have difficulty in installing and operating such

regulators. A feedback control system is of little value if it is

improperly tuned. Several different methods have been proposed for

tuning PID regulators. The need in tuning a controller is to

determine the 'optimum' values of the controller gain Kc (or the

proportional band P8), the reset time Ti (or the reset rate in

repeats per minute) and the derivative time td. The adjustment of

these tuning parameters on feedback controllers is one o{ the

least understood yet extermely important aspects of automatic

control theory. Several methods for manually tuning these

algorithms are used in practice, ranging from 'trial-and-error' to

the more systematic use of empirical formulae such as those

proposed by Ziegler and Nichols (1943). However for some complex

processes, where the plant dynau,.ics vary significantly in the

course of their operation, automatic retuning is the only real

answer in order to maintain a consistent final product. Astrom

(1984) has proposed a simple robust estimation technique which

provides the basis for a number of new methods for automatic

tuning of PID regulators which easily can be incorporated into the

new breed of microprocessor based controllers for single loop use.
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This report develops the implementation (in ACCOL II) of a similar

range of algorithms initialiy for use on the RDC 3350 unit. lt

should be emphaslsed that the approach will not work for problems

where a more complicated regulator than the PID structure is

_equ ired.

2. Theoretical Principles Supporting the Autotuner Design

In 1943 Ziegler-Nichols presented their seminal paper on

controller tuning. Tn the interim period many other approaches

have been suggested but rarely have they affected the popularity

of this early simpls strategy. Tl_e autotuner design to be

developed here is based around an elementary approach to automate

the Ziegler-Nichols rules as discussed by Astrom and Hagglund

(1984).

Techniques for tuning controllers may be classified as either

open-loop or closed-loop methods. The Ziegler-Nichols ultimate

method l_ a closed-loop technique which has been applied

successfully to both analogue and digital control situations. The

basic method requires the determination of the ultimate gain, Ku.

This is the value of gain (for a controller with only a

proportional mode of operation) which causes the closed-loop

controlled variable to cycle continuously with fixed amplitude.

This 'marginally stable' situation implies that the Nyquist curve

of the open-loop frequency response must pass through the critical

-l+jO point on the Argand diagram (see Fig. I). The period of the

oscillation, Pu, is called the ultimate period. In the original
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Ziegler-Nichols scheme, Ku and Pu were determined in the following

way: tune out any reset or derivative action from the controller,

leaving only the proportional mode. Maintain the controller on

automatic, i.e. leave the loop closed. With the gain of the

proportional mode set to some low arbitrary value impose an upset

on the process (move the setpoint for a few seconds then return it

to the original value) and observe the response. If the output

response grows, reduce the controller gain; if the response damps

out increase the controller gain. Continue in this way until

sustained oscillations of constant amplitude are encountered.

Finally, the controller parameters can then be obtained by using

empirical formulae which rely on Ku and Pu. The ultimate method

empirical results are presented as table I.

Some of the shortcomings of the technique are listed below:-

(i) the process transfer function must be at least third order.

(ii) for a system with long time constants the technique is a

very slow process.

(iii) it is difficult to automate the experiment, and perfoz-m it

in such a way that the amplitude of the oscillation is kept

under control.

(iv) the magnitude of the oscillation is dependent on the plant

gain as well as the conditions supported by the plant when

the test is initiated, i.e. the amplitude of oscillation is

not known before the test.
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As a consequence of the above features, another method which

can provide automatic determination is proposed.

3. Astrom and Hagg!und Relay Method

This method is based on the observation that a system with a

phase lag of at ].east _ radians at high frequencies must

oscillate with period tc under ideal relay control. One immediate

advantage gained by including the relay is that the possibility of

an unstable response is avoided. Secondly, the amplitude of the

oscillation may be controlled simply by varying the limits of the

relay.

The constant amplitude fixed frequency oscillation is callsed

a limit cycle. Limit cycles arise in a wide variet of practical

situations; consequently, considerable effor'_s have been expended

to develop algorithms which can help the designer assess whether

or not a system will exhibit such behaviour. Limit cycles can be

stable or unstable; only stable oscillations exist in practice.

For systems of higher order than two, the basis for limit

cycle studies is usually the frequency domain. Here, much of the

published work assumes a separable system where the linear part is

represented by its frequency response whilst the single non-linear

element (in this case the ideal relay) is characterised by a

quasilinear complex gain called a describing function. The

describing function is evaluated on the assumption that the input

to the non-linearity is a sinusoid of known amplitude.
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The describing function is defined as

s+jc
N(a) - ... 3.1

A

where B and C are the Fourier coefficients of the fundamental

component present in the periodic non-linear output in response to

the sinusoidal input A. sin 8. B and C are given by

1 _ 2_
- £(8) sin e d8 ,.. 3.2a

B _ Tr O

and

1 I 2rf
- £(e) cos 8 48 ... 3.2b

C = _ O

f(8) is the true non-linear output in response to A. sin 8. For the

ideal relay when

0 < e _ Tr [(e) = + Vm ... 3.3a

and , < 8 s 2;r f(6) = - Vm ,.. 3.3b

assuming a symmetrical relay output.

From equations 3.1 to 3.3 ft fs easily shown that

4V

N(A) - ---9-m ... 3.4
rra

The resulting autotuner strategy using the ideal relay controller

is presented as Fig. 2.

To illustrate how the circuit works consider the case when

c(j_) = ... 3,5
2 _ (,O2

J_ { (_0 ) + J2<UXJO }
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Fig. 3 shows how the system responses for two different intial

conditions; one a small (practically zero case) and the other a

large value. In both cases we eventually converge onto the same

limit cycles, To increase the amplitude of the limit cycle we

simply increase V ,
m

With reference to Figures i and 2, it is easily shown that

Ziegler Nichols critical gain, Ku, is in fact the same numGric

value as the describing function.

4W
m

Ku=-- ... 3.6
,A

lt follows, since Vm is fixed, to automatically determine Ku

all that is required is to estimate A, In practice this is done

using software programmed to implement a 'peak detection' strategy

on the system error signal. The ultimate frequency is also

calculated using the error signal and a 'zero-crosslng' routine.

Once these are evaluated, PI or PID settings can be determined

us ing the look-up table i. An alternative approach has been

postulated by Astrom whereby systems with prescribed phase margin

are obtained. The theory behind this approach is described in the

next section.

4. Control with Specified Phase Margin

Consider next the block diagram of Fig. 4(a) where GoL(S ) is

the open-loop transfer function; the open-loop frequency response

of this system is plotted as Fig. 4(b). The frequency _>d when the

open-loop gain is l, i.e.
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is called the gain cross-over frequency. The phase margin # is

de fined as

q) = z Got(JuJd) + 180" ... 4.2

where z GoL(jt_d ) is the angle corresponding to the magnitude

condition of Equation 4.1.

I

Consider now Fig. 5(a) where the system G($) is under PI

control; the open-loop transfer function is given by

GoL(S ) = gc 1 + _ C(s) ... 4.3sri

and the corresponding phase shift .ts

_, aoL(J_) = -90' + tan "t wT1 + _, _(jw) ... 4.4

If at frequency _0a rad/s, the argument of G(jw) is -9_ , then it

is easily shown that

tan'* (_dTi ) = ¢.

1

or rl _" -_ tan #, ... 4.5

Further, from the definition of the phase margin, i.e. Equation 4.1

Kc ¢fl + w m T12

d [ G(j_d) I = 1 ... 4.6

W Ti
d
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Consider the triangle

(JaTi _1 + w 2,j Ti 2

1

then

sin $
KC = ...4.7

I a(j_.)l

Equations 4.5 and 4.7 can be re-expressed in terms of the measured

parameters Pu and A. Firstly,

2_= _ 4 e
d Pl./ ' ''

and secondly from Fig. 5(b) under limit cycle conditions

4V.

)_d ... 4.9

i (Jd ) I 4Vm

Hence from 4.6 to 4.9 the parameters Kc and Ti of the PI

controller are given by

Pu tan $
Ti = " .. . 4 .iOa

2n

and

4V= Pu sin $.
Kc = ... 4.10b

2ff2A
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The eventual scheme is presented in block diagram form as Fig. 6.

The autotuner operates as a relay controller in the tuning mode

(position I) and then as an ordinary Pl regulator in the control

mode (position 2). Once Pu and A are determined as outlined in

Section 2. Kc and Ti can be computed for any desired #= , #= is

an input parameter. A final point, lt will have been noticed

that the relay controller of Fig. 5b contains an integrator not

present in the original structure (Fig. 2). An extra benefit of

this arrangement is that it forces the limit cycle on the output

to be sustained about the setpoint value. In control engineering

terms the system, in the tuning mode, has Type I servomechanism

tracking performance. This helps ensure 'bumpless' transfer

between tuning and control modes.

5. Autotuner Refinements

This section describes two refinements to the basic method

described earlier; one is intended to make the algorit]_ more

user friendly while the second is included to improve its noise

rejection properties.

The Phase Margin-Overshoot(O/S) Concept

The phase margin is a frequency response design parameter

introduced to describe the relative stability situation, i.e. Just

how stable is a stable system? Closed-loop systems with large

phase margins have well damped step responses. Many control
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system design criteria assume that the system can in effect be

adequately described by a second-ordeL' process. The behaviour of

second-order systems step and sine wave inputs is well understood

and profusely documented. The fol lowing results have been

abstracted from the technical literature.

(i) the maximum percentage O/S of an ideal second-order

process to a step function input is given by

Maximum percentage O/S = i00 exp /I - _i ....

(ii) the phase margin # of an ideal second-order process

is given by

tan -1
V/ [4C'+ 11_/2_ 2C2_

Note both equations 5.1 and 5.2 depend only on the damping ratio

It is appreciated that many process operators may not have heard

of a phase margin. However, most should understand the concept of

peak overshoot related to step input behaviour. It follows that

by specifying the maximum percentage overshoot one can evaluate

. Once < is known using F,qn. 5.2 one can determine the phase

margin. Fig. 7 displays plots of both Eqns. 5.1 and 5.2. From

Fig. 7(b) it can be seen that over a wide range

¢= I i00 C ... 5.3
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Improvement of Noise Rejection,Performance

A problem with the simple ideal relay strategy Is that any

noise superimposed on the useful signal can result in 'false'

relay switching which in turn invalidates the tuning procedure.

The noise rejection properties can be improved by simply adding

some hysteresis into the relay characteristic as shown in Fig. 8.

If too much hysteresis is added a degradation of the ultimate

process will result. The general effect is an increase in the

amplitude of the signal appearing at the input to the relay with a

consequent lowering of Ku as compared with the ideal case.

Section 7 presents a number of illustrative examples to clarify

what may occur. Another feature is that Pu also tends to increase

further consolidating a slower more heavily damped response than

may have been anticipated. The ACCOL implemented algorithm has a

default hysteresis band of " ±2 quantum levels; however, the

operator can set the hysteresis to any desired level.

Tests to date have indicated that for signal to noise ratios

greater than 5zl additional 'analogue' filtering may be required.

In practice this is supplied via an optimal 'digital' filter which

is also addressable by the operator. The filter chosen is a

discrete equivalent of the simple analogue filter

v i
0 _ ...54

V
l i + s/_

O

The algorithm requests a value for expressed in Hz, i.e. f O
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where

wo ,, 2.f°

The choice of hysteresis width plus filter bandwidth (if

required) is left to the user, however, the following simple rules

should help the selection process. With the filter inactive vary

the relay characteristics (always ensuring initially that D > E)

until an 'oscillatory trend' is obtained. Measure the frequency

of the oscillation then set f0 equal to this value or

exceptionally equal to twice this value.

Before leaving this section it should be emphasised that a

large number of problems WILL NOT require the above refinements.

We estimate perhaps less than 10% of the problems we have looked

at over the years. Nevertheless, with commercial software we must

try and consider all possible contingencies.
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PART IV

PATTERN RECOGNITIONALGORITHM II-EORY
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PATTERN RECOGNITION CONTROL

L _nt[odu¢_io_J_

The need for self tuning controllers arises as instrument

engineers and plant operators often have great difficulty in

installing and operating control systems. The ability of the self

tuner to model processes using some predefined testing sequence

and establish suitable controller parameters to meet some

pre-defined performance criteria can produce considerable savings

in both time and expense during plant commissioning.

However, because processes are often time variant or

nonlinear in operation then no guarantee exists that the system

will perform to the required levels without the need for frequent

retuning. This, in itself can lead to several problems. Firstly,

when is re-tuning deemed necessary and secondly, will the

application of the input disturbance sequence cause the process

output to exceed plant limits and introduce further expense

through down time.

One solution to this particular problem is to re-assess the

present control scheme performance when the plant is subjected to

some form of disturbance. The exact method for changing the

controller parameters is no1_ally based upon the experience and

expertise of the control engineer. However, because these

mechanisms, for PI regulators, are well understood several methods

of automating this adaption procedure have been suggested [i-3].
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Generally these types of technique can be terTned 'Pattern

Recognition Controllers'.

2. at_ Fecognition i__hM

The basic procedure followed by the pattern recognition

controllers is as follows_

(i) monitor the error signal for any disturbances that occur

over _ specific amplitude, typically two times the process

noise threshold. When recognized, record the maximum

amplitude of the disturbance,

(ii) identify the necessary information regarding the response of

the present control scheme with respect to some predefined

performance criterla,

(iii) update the present control parameters, if necessary, using

some empirical formulae.

The major advantage of this type of adaptive control scheme

over others is that it does not require a model of the system in

order to re-evaluate the controller parameters. Therefore any

problems that may arise with systems whose model dimensions vary

with time are avoided. Moreover, the implementation of the scheme

in software is relatively straightforward, its lack of complexity

leading to much faster sampling rates than might otherwise be
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possible from other self t'.uning strategies.

Its one real disadvantage is its reliance upon some other

technique to provide the controllers starting parameters. Although

the coupling of the technique with one of the previously encoded

self tuners, acting as an initialization stage, will provide a

simple solution to this problem.

3. _9_t_te_K_ Regggnitio__ P_I _ Control le_e_K

The operation of the proposed adaptive control scheme occurs

in four distinct stages, represented graphically in Figure I,

based on a setpoint disturbance.

(i) Recognition of a new disturbance with a peak error (ERMAX)

larger than a predefined noise threshold (NOISE).

(ii) Identification of the recovery time of the response (TI) ,

the time taken by the present system to go from 75% of the

peak error (TO) to 25% of the peak error (TI).

(iii) Definition of the pattern features for adaption, Figure I.

Firstly, the area SI, representing the first peak of

overshoot of the response with respect to the area R1 and

secondly, the area $2. This represents the decay rate of the

response with respect to the level R2.Both R1 and R2 are

evaluated from the defined performance specifications, where
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for ideal operation Sl - Rf, $2 . O.

Although these areas can readily be measured when the

process response is oscillatory, this information is not

recoverable when the response is overdamped. The answer, in

each case, is to compute the areas when they lle within the

time slots defined belowz

T l + (_+B)T 1

Sl = I (ERR) dt
J

T 1 + _T 1

T 1 + (_+[3+;)T Ir

$2 = f (ERR - R2) dt
J

T 1 + (o_+B)r I

where _, _ and T are all constants evaluated from a study of

the response of a third order system.

(iv) Updating of the controller parameters using the defined

pattern features and the empirical relationshlpsz

where the variables K 1 , K2, K 3 and K4 are weighting

constants and DONE is a confidence factor related to

overshoot.
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If required the updating procedure can be constrained using

a re-tuning factor, Thus llm_ting the maximum percentage

change that can occur at each adaptlon step,
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Figure i - Pattern Recognition Calculations

Re-tuning Algorithm:

PROP2 = PROPI + (I-DONE).(KI.(SI+RI) + K2.$2 )

[NT2 = INTI + (I-DONE).(K3.(SI+RI) + K4.$2 )

where

R1 is a pre-defined area,

R2 is a pre-defined level,

DONE is a confidence factor related to overshoot,

and KI, K2, K3, K4, =, _, ; are constants.
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PART V

MODELBASEDALGORITHMTHEORY



12.8

MODEL BASED CONTROL

L. =IntroOuct,Ion

Proportlona1-1ntegral-Derlvatlve (PID) controller_ are employed

extensively within the process industries, In many appilcatlon however, only

proportional and Intesral action are utillsed because derivative action causes

the controller to respond too enerEetlcally to any noise that is present on

the measured process variable, In addition, many processes exhibit

non-oscillatory open loop behaviour an therefore the active damping provided

by derivative action is rarely required, Finally, the specifications for

controller responses are often blouse and PI controllers are capable of

providing acceptable performance In a number of process applications,

Acceptable performance can only be obtail,ed however if the PI controller

is properly tuned, which means that the amounts of proportional an_ Integral

action provided by the controller are correctly set, Before these two values

can be selected, In.formation about the plant must be known, therefore a

mathematlcal description of the process Is required. Once thls description, or

'model' has been obtained, values of proportlonal and Integral gain can be

evaluated such that some pre-specifled design objective is achieved, Vl_en

these two operations are automatically performed, the resulting scheme Is

popularly knowT_ as a self-ttmlng controller.

For the purposes of this report, a self tuning controller is defined as

one which uses an on-llne estlmator/deslgn procedure for an Inltial tunln8

period, after which the procedure ts turned off and the controtler effectively

operates In a Fixed gain mode.
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2,I Model Structure

The structure of the model is developed from the commonly encountered

process reaction curve that is a standard first order lab with time delay [I],

whose step response is displayed in Fig, 2 and transfer'function by Equ, 2,I:

-sO
K,e

Op(s) = (2,I)
l+sT

where s is the Laplace operator,
K is the process galn,'
T is the process tlme constant,

and 0 is the process tlme delay,

However, the self-tunlng PI conlroller estimates a discrete tlme model of the

process dynamics, the maln reasons for adopting the dlscrete tlme approach, as

opposed to a contlnuous tlme scheme, are that it removes dlflrlcultlesInvolved

In dlgltlslng systems, and that lt handles tlme delays naturally, Thus good

control will be provided even when the samp11ng time (task rate) is 'coarse'

wlth respect to the process tlme constant'.

Using the structure described in Equ. 2,1, lt dlgltlsed equlva'lentIs of

the form:

-(d*: ) -(d*2)b z + b z
Gp(z-1) = d.1 d.Z (2,2)-t

l+az 1

where z "l Is the backward shift operator (the value one sample previously) and

d the Integer number of sampling times In the process time delay, Therefore



the numerator can be extended to accommodate any value of til",,",_,,Jlay,A direct

comparison betveen the continuous and discrete time systems Is possible If the

parameters wlthln Equ, 2,2 are defined by:

- T/_
a " "@
l

-(i-ro)TIT ) (2,3)
bd = K ( t -e.t

, bd. 2 = K ( e -(I'm)T/T - • "r/r )

where T ts the sampling time,

d is the integer part of O/T
and m is the fractional part of B/T

2,1.1 Effects of Sampling Tlme Selection

A good choice of samplJn 8 time will improve the efficiency o£ the on-line

model estimation alEorlthm, and will therefore result in a better controller

being designed, Ultimately, the choice of sampling time must reflect the

response time o£ the system, As a rule o£ thumb, approximately 10 sampling

intervals should span the rlse time o£ the process, W_en this rule is

followed, the value of d in Equ, 2.2 typically lles in the range 0 to 5,

Therefore, the fixed structure of Equ. 2,4 can be used to represent the

maJorlty of cases for which the self-tuning PI controller is designed.

:3 Z-4 -5
Z "1 + b Z"'? . b z" + b bsz

bl 2 _ , (2, 4)
Cp(z "t ) . .,

,I + a z
t

2.2 Recurslve Least Squares Estimation

Having developed the necessary model structure for the PI se]f-tuner

(Equ. 2.4), a tecl'uqlque is required to estimate the model parameters. The

Recurslve Least .C>quaFes (RLS) algorlthm pFovldes a general purpose statistical

tool [2] for estimating the parameters of any system that can be represented
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by the summation,

•' _" e x (2,4a)Y
I_ i L t

or, alternatlve[y, in vector notation as:

y . o.T,x. (Z,Sb)

where eT is the parameter vector,w

and x |s the data vector,
J m

It is recuFslve in the sense that the aIEorlthm updates its parameter

estimates as each new observation, or sample, is recorded, The discrete tlme

transfer of Equ, 2.4 is a subset of Equ. 2,5, with:

9T = [ al b ba b 3 b 4 bs ]
(2,6)

jT
*_ " [ -Yw-! UW-t Uk-2 Uk-3 Uk-4 UW'$

where k refers to the present sample value and k-n to the value . samples in

the past. Therefore, provision of the input and output data required to

complete the data vector defined above will a11ow the RtS algorithm, detalled

in Appendix A, to estimate the discrete time model parameters.

In practice, the Input/output data are pre-flltered by a digital

band-pass filter, siren in Equ, 2.7, _n order to remove d.c. offsets and hish

frequency noise, thus maklng the estimator more robust,

(I - =) [ I - z"_]
(2,7)

Gp[(z'*) = .,
I - az
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Ideally the coeff'Ic_en_ • should be chosen to be equal to the system bandwidth

(-a I in Equ. 2,4), but the choice is not crltlcal and a default value of a •

0,5 Is employed.

3, Controller OeslRn

3.1 Performance Specification

The specification for system performance is In terms of the maximum

percentage overshoot of the closed loop system's step response, This

specif_'atlon is translateQ, using the well documented theory of the behaviourr

of secona order systems to the frequency domain concept of phase margin (¢)

using the relatlonshlps:

(i) Haxlmum % overshoot of an ideal second order process to a step function

input:

maximum Z overshoot = lO0,e_'(_/ vII ) (3,11

(Ii) Phase margin of an Ideal second order system [3J:

2n

¢ = tan "1 /V / (3,214K _ . I - 2_2

Wl_en translated, the phase margin specification for a stable system wlil lle

in the range:

O" < _ < 90" (3.3)

In general, the smaller the phase margin, th(_ faster and more oscll_atory the

closed loop system's behaviour. Larger phase marglns result in less

osclllatoFy, more slugglsh responses. A good default value for phase margin is
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e

60. which produces a cautious response wlth ilttle overshoot. Fls. 4

illustrates the responses of PI controllers desiEned for different phase

margins.

3.2 Controller Desisn A1gorlthm

In order to establish the controller design algorlthm for processes

described by the discrete time model of Equ. 2.4, we must first consider the

discrete time structure of the ACCOL PI controller:

) = Kc ! , KJ.T.z't IC,c(z"t
I -z "t J

(3.4)
-t

I + (KI.T- 1)z
= Kc

-t
I - z

Selection of the controller's numerator to cancel the denominator of the

dlscrete time transfer function of Equ. 2, 4 fixes the value of fJ:

KJ = (1 + a )/T (3.5)
%

Thls results in the compensted open loop transfer function:

b z "1 + b z"2 + b z"3 + b z"t bsz'$ l

GoL(z't) = Kc t 2 3 * J (3.6)! - z -t

To establish the value of Kc which will provide the required phase marstn, the

frequency response of the compensated system must be computed. This is

achieved using the discrete time to frequency domain mapping'.

-t -JwTz = • (3.7)

Under this transformation, the open loop phase shift can be evaluated at any

frequency w. uslng the relationship:
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z GoL(j_) • - tan "l . tar-L [.Is (3.8)

I - cos wT _ b cos i_r
|

L.I

The angular frequency, _o' at whlch the requJ,red phase margin occurs can be

simply evaluated, since at this frequnecy:

Z COL(JWO) = "180' _'0. (3,9)

The comb[natLons of Equ's, 3. B and 3,9 allows w° to be computed using a

l!near search,
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AP PENDIX A.2

Recursive Least Squares (RLS) Parameter Estimation

The algorithm uses the following vectors:

Data vector: _k = [ -Y k-t' u k-l' u k-2' u k-3' u k-4' u k-5 ]

Parameter vector: - = [ -al' I' 2' b3' 4' 5 ] T ( init. values = 0 }

"Diagonal" vector: d ia a ( 8 elements, initial values = 10 8 }

"Upper triangular" vector: u__er ( 15 elements, initial values = 0 )

"Kalman gain" vector: K ( 8 elements )

The calculations performed at every sampll.ig interval are:

(i) Form the data vector

(ii) Calculate the prediction error, •k

ek = x_. 9-k-1 - Yk

(iii) Update covariance matrix (UD method)

fj = x(L)

vj = dlag(1) . fj

_j = I + vj ' fJ

diag(1) = diag(1) / c<j

K(1) = vj

Kf = 0

K = 0
u

FOR j=2 TO 8 STEP 1

fj = x(J)

jl = j-I

FOR I-I TO jl STEP I

Kf = Kf + 1

fj = tj + x(i) . upper(Kf)

ENDFOR
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vj : fj , diag(j)

: o<last . vj , rj

diag(j) : diag(j) , _last / o_j

K(j ) : vj

Pj : -fj / °<last

FOR i:l TO jl STEP 1

Ku : Ku + l

temp : uppe,r(K u) + K(1) , pj

K(i> = K(i) + uPper(K u) , vj

upper(Ku) : temp

ENDFOR

ENDFOR

(iv) Update the parameter vector

°-k:_-k-1- K-k' "k /
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APPENDIX A.3

Controller Design Algorithm

Discrete time plant model (sampling time : T seconds):

-I bl z-I + b2z'2 + b3z-3 + b4z-4 + b5z-5
Gp(z ) : -1

I + alz

Discrete time proportional-plus-lntegral (PI) controller:

Gc(Z-I) : KC I + [
I - z

I - Z-i + KITZ-I "I: KC Ji - z I

-I

= KC -ti - z

By choosing K I such that (KIT - I) = a I :> KI : (I'* al)/T

the open loop transfer function becomes:

- - z-4 -5
-I blz I + b2 z 2 + b3z-3 + b4 + b5z

OOL(Z ) : KC -1i - z

By replacing z-I by e-jwT, the phase of this plant can be computed as:

bisin iwT
t_n_l . sin wT .r I -1 i:ILOot.<..+,,,>:

.... L ] tan .--,_+
1 cos' wT _ blcos iwT

i:l

For a certain phase margin, _m' the angular frequency w0 is found t'rom:

w0 is computed by using a linear search in the range 0 < u < f

The fact that the tan "I function is not available can be resolved by

re-writing the expression as:

tan ( ___GOL(JW) > = tan ( -_r + _m >

tan o_ + tan
and recalling that tan (_, + ]_) :

I - tan o_ tan



Therefore the seaL'ch equation becomes:

- ( ,+ B )

: tan #111
I - A,B

.here A : - and B : -5 -

I cos wT :_I blc°s iwTi

The search algorithm is:

= TT/IO0 WTin e = (WThig h - WTlow)/10WThig h : 11", WTlo w

FOR pass : 1 TO 2 STEP 1

woT = WTlow, flag -"0

FOR wT : WTlo w TO WThig h STEP WTin c

IF f(A,B,wT) < tan _m THEN flag : I

IF flag : 0 THEN woT = wT "

ENDFOR

= : w0T wT : (wT - wT )/5
WThig h woT + WTin o' WTlow ° Jnc high low

ENDFOR

Once woT has been determined° KC may be evaluated using I GOL(JW) I : I°

bicos lwoT + blain lw0T

:> KC i:l i - : 1

_/[ 1 - cos woT ] 2 + [ sin woT ] 2
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APPENDIX B

*TARGET 3330 VERSl 0084
* SECURITY-CODES 6 55555S 444444 333333 222222 111111

*MEMORY

EX PANDKD_MEH OK

RO_ARRA Y_LOC BASE

EQUATION [X)C BASE

RW_PJIRA Y_L_ BAS|
AGA8 [X)C BASE

STORAGE ROWS 0
EVENTg 0

TEMPLATES 0

*COMMUNICATIONS

AUX I UNUSED
m

AUX 2 UNUSEDm

PORT A SLAVE 9600

PORT B PSLAVE 9600
PORT C UNUSED
PORT P UNUSED

BUFFERS 15

*PROCESS- I/O

I 4AI

2 4AI

3 2AO

4 2AO
5 2AO

*TASK 1 RATEm 1,0 PRII 31

*TASK 9 RATEm 0,0 PRIm 1
*TASK 10 RATEs 0,3 PRIm 1

*TASK 11 RATEs 0,3 PRII 1
*TASK 12 RATES 0.3 PRIs 1
*TASK 13 RATE! 0,3 PRII 1

*TASK 14 RATEm 0.3 PRIm I

*TASK 15 RATEm 0.3 PRIm 1
*TASK 16 RATEI 0.3 PRim 1

*BASENAMES

*SIGNALS

#ALA_.FORMAT, L RI W4 Ml CI 0 ON OFF

#DIAG.O01. LA RI W4 MI CI AE 0 ON OFF TRUE C

#DIAG,002. A R1 W4 Ml CI 0 0000000

#DIAG,O03. A RI W4 MI Cl 60 0000000 SECS

#DIAL.000. A RI W4 Hl CI 0 0000000

#DIItL.O01. A RI W4 MI CI 0 0000000

#DIAL,O02. A R1 W4 MI CI 0 0000000

#DIAL.O03. A RE W4 MI CI 0 O0000OO

lE.. A R1 W4 Ml CE 2 7182817

#ER_Y.. A RE W4 MI CI I0 0000000

#ERRCT.O00. AA R1 W4 Ml Cl AE 0 0000000 ERRORS
HALM ! #ERRCT, LIM. A C

/ERRCT.O01. AA RI W4 Ml CE ;LE 0.0000000 ERRORS
HALHI #ERRCT LIM. A C

#E_CT,O09. ;tA R1 W4 Ml Cl AE 0.0000000 ERRORS
HALMz #ERRCT LIM, A C

#FP_CT,010. AA RI W4 Ml CI AE 0.0000000 ERRORS

HALMm #ERRCT LIM. A C

#ERRCT.OII. AA R1 W4 Hl Cl AE 0.0000000 ERRORS

HAL.MI #ERRCT LIM. A C

#EleCT.OI2, _ R1 W4 Ml CI ;LE 0.0000000 ERRORS
HALMm #ERRCT LIM. A C

#ERRCT,OI3, AA RI W4 MI Cl AE 0,0000000 ERAORS
HALMI # ERRCT LIM, A C

141
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/ERRCT,OI4, AA R1 W4 MI el Al 0,0000000 ERRORS
HALMJ /ERRCT, LIM, A C

#ERRCT,015, AA R1 W4 MI Cl AI 0,0000000 ERRORS
HALMI #EILRCT, bl M, A C

#KRRCT,016. ;tA RI W4 MI Cl AE 0,0000000 ERRORS
HALMI #ERRCT,LIM, A C

#ERNCT,LIM, A RI W4 MI CE 0,0000000 EP_RORS

#LINE,O00 LA RI W4 MI CE AE 0 ON OFf TRUE C

#LINE,O01 LA RI W4 MI CE AI 0 ON OFf TRUE O

#LINE,O02 LA RI W4 MI C! AE 0 ON OFF TRUE C

#LINE,O03 LA RI W4 MI CE AI 0 ON OFF TRUE C

#LINE,O04 LA R1 W4 MI CE AE 0 ON OFF TRUE C

#LINE,O05 LA RI W4 MI Cl AE 0 ON OFF TRUE C

#LINKE.O01, AA R1 W4 MI Cl AI 0,0000000 ERRORS
HALMI #LINKE. LIM, A C

#LINKE,O02, AA R1 W4 MI CI AI 0,0000000 ERRORS
HAl24! #LINKE, LIM, A C

#LINKE.LIM, A RI W4 MI CE 20.0000000 ERRORS

#LINKF,O01, AA R1 W4 MI CE AI 0,0000000 ERRORS
}{ALMs #LI N]LF,LIM, A C

#LINKF,002, AA RI W4 MI CE AE 0,O000000 ERRORS
HALMs #LINKF, LIM, A C

#LINKF,LIM, A R1 W4 MI CE 20,0000000 ERRORS

#NDAILKAY,. A R1 W4 MI CE 0,0000000

#NODEADR,. A R1 W4 MI CE 0,0000000

#OCTIME.. LA R1 W4 MI CE AE 0 ON OFF TRUE C

#OCTIME,ERROR, LA R1 W4 MI Cl AE 0 ON OFF TRUE C

#OFF.. L R1 W4 MI Cl 0 ON OFF

#ON,. L RI W4 MI CE I ON OFF

#PDM,O00. A RI W4 ME CE 0,0000000

#PDM,O01. A R1 W4 ME CE 0.0000000 _ ,

#PDM.O02. L R1 '_4 HE Cl 0 ON OFf

#PDM.O03. L R1 W4 MI CE 0 ON OFF

#PDM.O04. A R1 W4 MI CE O 0000000

#PDM.O05, A Bl W4 Ml CE 0 0000000

#PDM.O06. A R1 W4 MI CE 0 0000000

#PDM.O07. A R1 W4 MI CE 0 0000000

#PDM.OO8, A R1 W4 MI CE O 0000000

#PI.. A R1 W4 MI CE 3 1415927

#POLLPER,O00. A R1 W4 MI Cl 20 0000000 SECS

#FOLLPEN.O01. A RI W4 MI CE 20 0000000 SECS

#POLLPER,O02. A R1 W4 MI CI 20 0000000 SECS

#POLLPER,003, A R1 W4 MI CE 20 0000000 SECS

#POLLPER 004. A R1 W4 MI CI 20.0000000 SECS

#POLLPER 005, A RI W4 MI CI 20 0000000 SECS

#PRI.OOI A R1 W4 MI Cl 31 0000OO0

#PRI.O09 A R1 W4 MI Cl I 0000000

#PRI.OIO A RI W4 MI CI 1 0000000

#PRI.O11 A R1 W4 MI CI I 0000000

#PRI.O12 A R1 W4 MI Cl I 0000000
#PRI.OI3 A R1 W4 MI CI i 0000000

#PRI.OI4 A RI W4 MI CE i 0000000

#PRI.OI5 A BI W4 MI CI i 0000000

#PRI.OI6. A R1 W4 MI Cl I 0000000

#PWRUP,O00. IA RI W4 MI Cl AE 0 ON OFF TRUE C

#HATE.O01. A R1 W4 MI CI 1.0000000

#KATE.O09. A Hl W4 MI Cl 0.0000000

#1LATE.010, A RI W4 MI Cl 0,2500000

#KATE.O,_I, A Bl W4 MI CE O,2500000

#RATE.OI2. A R1 W4 MI Cl 0.2500000
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#RATE,OI3, A Bl W4 Hl C# 0,2500000

#BATE.OI4, A Bl W4 MI Cl 0,2500000

#RATE.OIS, A BI W4 NI Cl 0,2500000

#BATE,016, A Bl W4 NI Cl 0,2500000

#BCNT.O01, /LA BI W4 MI Cl Ali 0,0000000 COUNTS

HALMI #BCNT,LIM, A C

#BCNT,O09, A_% RI W4 MI C# AE 0 0000000 COUNTS
H_s #BCNT,LIM, A C

#RCNT,010. AA RI W4 Ml CI AE 0 0000000 COUNTS
H_s #BCNT,LIM, A C

#RCNT.011. AA R1 W4 MI CI AE 0 0000000 COUNTS
HAI24s #BCNT,LIM. A C

#BCNT.OI2, AA R1 W4 NI CI _ 0 0000000 COUNTS
HALN! #BCNT,LIM. A C

#RCNT,013. AA Bl W4 MI CI AE 0 0000000 COUNTS
HJ_I #RCHT,LIM, A C

#RCNT,OI4. AA R1 W4 MI C# AE 0 0000000 COUNTS
HALMI #RCNT,LIM. A C

#BCNT.OIS. KA Bl W4 Hl CI AE 0 0000000 COUNTS
HALMs #BCNT,LIM, A C

#RCNT.OI6, /tA Bl W4 MI C# AE 0 0000000 COUNTS
HAl241 #BCNT,LIM, A C

#BCNT.LIM. A R1 N4 MI CI 20,0000000 COUNTS

#RTTIME,000, A R1 W4 ME Cl 0.0000000

#R_rIME,001, A Bl W4 MI CI 0,0000000

#SPA/rE,000, L R1 W4 ME CE 0 ON OFF

#SP_.001. L BI W4 ME CE 0 ON OFF

#Sp_Lj_E.002, L BI W4 HE CE 0 ON OFF

#SPARE.003, b Bl W4 ME CE 0 ON OFF

#SPARE.O04, L Bl W4 ME CE 0 ON OFF

#SPA_.005. L Bl W4 HE CE 0 ON OFF

#TIME 000, A B1 W4 MI CI 0,0000000

#TIME 001. A BI W4 MI Cl 0.0000000 SECS

#TIME 002. A RI W4 NI CI 0,0000000

#TIME 003. A B1 W4 NI CI 0.0000000

#TIME 004. A B1 W4 MI CI 0.0000000

#TIME 005. A B1 W4 NI CI 0,0000000 HOURS

#TIME 006, A R1 W4 NI CI 0.0000000 SINS

#TIME 007. A R1 W4 NI C# 0,0000000 SECS

A.. A 0.0000000

AI.. A 0,0000000

ACCEPT.. A 50,0000000 %

ADAPT.FLAG. L 0 ON OFF

ADAPTIVE.. L 0 ON OFF

AJ.. A 0,0000000

ALAST.. A 0_0000000

ALGO.. L 0 ON OFF

ALGI.. L 0 ON OFF

AI_2.. L 0 ON OFF

ALPHA.. A 0.5000000

S.. A 0.0000000

Bl.. A 0.0000000

B2.. A 0,0000000

S3.. A 0 0000000

B4.. A 0 0000000

85.. A 0 0000000

el.. A 0 0000000

CDOT.. A 0 0000000

CIN.. A 0 0000000

CIN.PRIME. A 0 0000000
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COLD,, L I ON OFF

COUNT,, A 1,0000000

DATA,TIMER,TIME A 0,0000000

DESIGN.. L 0 ON OFF

DESION,FACTOZ,KC A 0 0000000

DESIGN FACTOR,KC A 0 0000000

DESIGN FACTOR,El A 0 0000000

DESIGN El, A 1 0000000

DESIGN K2. A -0 6000000

DESIGN K3. A 1 0000000

DESIGN K4. A -0 3000000

DIAOl,. A 0 0000000

DIAG2., A 0,0000000
DIAG3.. A 0,0000000

DIAG4,. A 0,0000000

DIAGS.. A 0,0000000

DIAG6.. A 0,0000000

DIAG7.. A 0,0000000

DISTURB,. L 0 ON OFF

DONE,, A 0,0000000 %

DONE,FACTOR. A 0,0000000

EO.. A 0,0000000

El.. A 0,0000000

ENABLE., L 0 ON OFF

ENABLE.NEW, L 0 ON OFF

ENABLE,OLD. L 0 ON OFF

EVAR,. A 0,0000000

rJ.. A 0,0000000

FLAG,ERMAX. L 0 ON OFF

FLAG,INIT. L 0 ON OFF

HYSTER., A 0,2000000 %

I.. A 0,0000000

IMAG.. A 0,0000000

INPUT.. A GLB 0,0000000 %

INPUT,OLD. A 0.0000000 %

INTi.. A GLB 1.0000000

INT2.. A 0,0000000

INTEG.. L I ON OFF

IPMAX.. A 100,O000000 %

IPMIN.. A 0.0000000 %

IPSPAM.. A 100 0000000 t

IPZERO.. A 0 0000000 %

j.. A 0 0000000

Jl.. A 0 0000000

K.. A 0 0000000

KF.. A 0 0000000

EP.. A I 0000000

EP1.. A 2 0000000

EP2.. A 1 0000000
KU.. A 0 0000000

LAMBDA., A 0,9900000

LHS.. A 0,OO00000

LOAD.INIT. L O ON OFF

HAGN.. A 0,0000000

MAGN,DEN. A 0,0000000

HAGN.NUM, A 0.0000000

NOISE.. A GLB 0.0000000

NOISE.AMP. A GLB 0,O000000

NOISE.BEQ. L GLB 0 ON OFF

OPDEV.. A 5.0000000 %
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OPHAX,. A' 100,0000000 %
OPHZAN.. A 0,0000000 %

OPMIN,. k 0,0000000 t
OPSP_., A 100,0000000 %

OPZERO,, A 0,0000000 %
OUTPUT,SAHPL|, L 0 ON OF7

OUTPUT1,, A 0,0000000 %
OUTPUT2,, A OLB 0o0000000

OUTPUT2,LIMIT, L 0 ON OFF
OUTPUT2,OLD, A 0 0000000 %

OVERSH.. A 10 0000000 %
OVERSH.CHECK, A 0 0000000 %

OVERSH.MAX, A 75 0000000 %

OVERSH.MIN. A I 0000000 %

PASS,. A 0 0000000

PERIOD., A 0 0000000 SEC$

PERR,. A 0 0000000
' PHI.. A 0 0000000 DEG

pJ., A 0 0000000

PRBS,BIT0. L I ON OFF

PRBS,BIT1. L 1 ON OFF
PRBS.BIT2. L i ON OFF

PRBS,BIT3. L 1 ON OFF
PRBB BIT4. L I ON OFF

PRBS BITS. L I ON OFF

PRBS BIT6. L I ON OFF

PRBS BIT7. L 1 ON OFF
PRBS BIT8. L 1 ON OFF
PRBS BITS.NEW L 0 ON OFF

PROC, INIT. L 0 ON OFF

PROCI.INIT. L 0 ON OFF

PROC2.INIT. L 0 ON OFF

PROP1.. A OLB I 0000000

PROP2.. A 0 0000000

PVAMP.. A 0 0000000

PVDBV.. A i00 0000000 t
PrE.oR.. A 0 0000000 %

PVERROR,HAX. A 0 0000000 %

PVEP_OR,MAX,OLD A 0 0000000 %

PVERROR,MIN. A 0 0000000 %

PVERROR.MIN,OLD A 0 0000000 %

QI.. A 10 0000000

Q2.. A 0 0000000
REAL.. A O 0000000

REDUCE.ENABLE. L 0 ON OFF

REDUCE.FACTOR. A 0.6666667

RELAY.. A 2,0000000 %

RELAY.REDUCE, L 0 ON OFF

RELAY.SIGN. A 0,0000000

RESET.. L 0 ON OFF

RESET.TIMER,DATA L 0 ON OFF

RESET1.. L 0 ON OFF

RESET2.. L 0 ON OFF

REVERSE,, L 0 ON OFF

RHS.. A 0,O000000

SELECT.. A 0.0000000

SETPOINT.. A GLB 40,0000000 %

SIM.. A 1.0000000

SIM,C. A 0,0000000

SIM,C1. A I0.0000000
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SIN,C2, A 90,0000000

STATUM,. A 0 0000000

STATUS,BIT0, A 0 0000000

STATUS BITI, A 0 0000000

STATUS BIT2, A 0 0000000

STATUS BIT3, A 0 0000000

STATUS BIT4, A 0 0000000

STATUS BXTS, A 0 0000000

STATUS BIT6, A 0 0000000

STPI,¥0. A 0 0000000

STPI.YI. A 0 0000000

SYSINIT,. L 0 ON OFF

TANPHI.. A 0,0000000

TAU.DEL. A 0,0000000

TAU.L, A 0.0000000

TAU.P, A 5,0000000

TAU,PI. A 5.0000000

TAU.P2. A 0,5000000

TEMP,, A 0.0000000

TESTPX., L 0 ON OFF

TESTPI,TIME, A 120,0000000

THf., A 0.0000000

THRESH.. A 5,0000000 %

TIMER, IN. L 0 ON OFF

TXMER,OUTPUT.I L 0 ON OFF

TIMER.PULSE. L 0 ON OFF

TOTAL.. A 100,0000000 COUNTS

TKACKI.. L 0 ON OFF

TBACK2.. L i 0 ON OFF

TUNE.ALPHA. A 1.0000000

TUNE.BETA. A 2.0000000

TUNE.COUNT, A 0.0000000 COUNTS

TUNE,COUNT,OLD A 0.0000000 COUNTS

TUNE,DB. A 2,0000000 %

TUNE,GAMMA, A 6.0000000

TUNE.LO CK. L 0 ON OFF

TUNE,RA. A 0.0000000

TUN_,R2. A 0.0000000

TUNE.SI. A 0.0000000

TUNE,S2. A 0.0000000

TUNE.STAGE,I L 0 ON OFF

TUNE,STAGE.2 L 0 ON OFF

TUNE,STAGE,3 L 0 ON OFF

TUNE.STAGE.4 L 0 ON OFF

TUNE.TO. A 0 0000000 COUNTS

TUNE,T2, A 0 0000000 COUNTS

TUNE.T3. A 0 0000000 COUNTS

TUNE.T4. A 0 0000000 COUNTS

TUNE.T5. A 500 0000000 COUNTS

TUNE.TL. A 0 0000000 COUNTS

TUNING.. L 0 ON OFF

UO.. A 0,0000000

UI.. A 0.0000000

U2.. A 0,0000000

U3.. A 0,0000000

U4.. A O.0000000

US.. A 0,0000000

UPDATE.. L I ON OFF

VP.. A i00,0000000
VJ.. A 0.0000000
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VM., A I000.0000000

WW.. A 2.0000000

WT.. k 0.0000000

WT.0. A 0.0000000

WT.fLAG. L 0 ON OFf
WT.HIGH. A 0.0000000

WT.INC. A 0.0000000

WT.LOW. A 0.0000000

Xl.. k 0.0000000

XIDOT.. A 0 0000000

X2.. A 0 0000000

X2DOT.. A 0 0000000

Y.. A GLB 0 0000000

Y.REN. A 0 0000000

Y.SPAN. A 100 0000000 %

Y.TRK. L 0 ON OFF

Y.ZERO. A 0.0000000 %

YI.. A 0.0000000

YIDOT.. A 0.0000000

Y2.. A 0.0000000

Y2.MAX. A i00.0000000

Y2.MIN. A 0.0000000

Y2DOT.. A 0.0000000

YD.. A 0.0000000

YP.. A 0.0000000

YP.MAX. A 100.0000000

yP.MIN. A 0.0000000

YPDOT.. A 0.0000000

YVAR.. A 0.0000000

Z.. A 0.0000000

Z.SPAN. A 100 0000000 %

Z.ZERO. A 0 0000000 %

ZEROX.COUNT. A 0 0000000 COUNTS

ZEROX.TOTAL. A 0 0000000 COUNTS

ZETA.. A 0 0000000

ZETA,SIM, A 0 5000000

ZL.. k GLB 0 O000000

ZL. IN. A 0 0000000

ZLDOT.. A 0 0000000

"TASK 0

"TASK I

I0 _ C ._eee_,em_eet_teeaat,e.a*.et.eatettteet

20 * C ''" *'"

30 " C '*" SELF TUNING PI CONTROLLER *'"

40 " C ''" *'"

50 " C ''* 22ND MARCH 1990 ''*

60 * C "'" *'*
70 I C lllllll_li..*lllI.*Ill*l*ll.**lli..Ii.l

80 * C

90 * C ''* RESET DEFAULT VALUES BETWEEN STPISIM TESTS

I00 * CALCULATOR

I0 ,IF(RESET)
12 TESTPI=#OFF

15 ENABLE=#OFF

20 STATUS BIT0=0.

30 STATUS BITI-0.

40 STATUS BIT2=0.

50 STATUS BIT3=O.

60 STATUS BIT4=O.

70 STATUS BIT5=O.
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80 STATUS,BIT6"O,
90 PROP2-O.

100 INT2-O.
110 DONE-O.

115 sCIsZL=IOFF

120 ZL=O.

125 ICIIZL-#ON
130 REVERSE.lOFt

140 OVERSH-10,
150 SETPOINT-40.

160 PROP1-1.
170 INTI-I.

180 PVDEV=100.
190 RELAY-2.

200 INTEG-#ON

210 ACCEPT-50.

220 HYSTER-0.2

230 THRESH-5.

240 OPMEAN-I.

250 OPDEV-5.

260 TOTAL-100.

270 ALPHA-0.5

280 LAMBDA-0.99

290 AI-0.

300 Bl-0.
310 B2-O.
320 B3-O.

330 B4=O.
340 B5=O.

350 Cl-O.

360 DIAGI-O.

370 DIAG2-0.

380 DIAG3-O.

390 DIAG4-O.

400 DIAG5-O.

410 DIAG6=O.

420 DIAG7-0.

430 RESET-IOFF

440 IENDIF

110 * C

112 * C *** TEST PI VALUES (_TEP RESPONSE & DISTURBANCE RESPONSE)

115 * C
120 * TIMER

INPUT TESTPI..

SETPOINT TESTPI.TIME.

RESET TESTPI..

OUTPUT 2 DISTURB..

130 * CALCULATOR

10 IIF(TESTPI)

20 SETPOINT-50.

30 ":ENDIF

40 ,IF(DISTURB)

50 :CI:ZL=#OFF

60 ZL-IO.

70 ,CIIZL=ION

80 :ENDIF

140 * C

150 * C *** SELECT ALGORITHM ********************************************
160 * C

170 * C
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180 * CALCULATOR

10 s It(SELECT--l)
20 M.,G0= fON
30 M.,U 1 =#OlrF

40 _2-tOirir
50 :ENDIF

60 :IF(SELECT-=2)
70 ALGO-fOFF

80 ALGI=#OM

90 ALG2-fOirF

100 :ENDIF

II0 :IF (SELECT=-3)

120 ALGO=#OFF

130 ALGI=#OFF

140 ALG2-#ON

150 :ENDIF

160 ENABLE.NEW-ENABLE

170 :IF(ENABLE.OLD&-ENABLE.NEW)
180 TUNING=#OFF

190 TUNE. LOCK= #OFF

200 :ENDIF

190 " C

200 * C

210 * C *** MEASURE THE PROCESS VARIABLE ***********************"********

220 * C
230 * C

240 * ANIN

DEVICE 1

INITIAL 2

INPUT 1 INPUT. •

ZERO I IPZERO..

SPAN 1 IPSPAN..

250 * CALCULATOR STPI.Y0-ALPHA*STPI.YI+(I-ALPHA)*(INPUT-INPUT.OLD)

260 * C

270 * C

280 * C *** UPDATE THE OUTPUT OF THE PID3TERM MODULE ********************

290 * C

300 * C

310 * PID3TERM

INPUT INPUT..

SETPOINT SETPOINT..

PRO PORT ION PROP I..

INTEGKAL INTl. •

RESET OUTPUT2. •

TRACK TRACK2..

OUTPUT OUTPUT1. •

320 * C
330 * C'

340 * C *** UPDATE THE OUTPUT OF THE STPI MODULE ************************

350 * C

360 *" C --- UPDATE PROCEDURE WHEN NOT TUNING ............................

370 t C

380 * IF (-TUNING)

390 * CALCULATOR

10 OUTPUT2-OUTPUTI

20 TRACK2 =TRACKI

400 * ENDIF

410 * C

420 * IF (TUNING)
430 * C
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440 * C --- UPDATK PROCEDURE WHEN TUNING WITH ALGORITHM #0
450 " C

460 * Ir (AI,G0)

470 " CALCULATOR

10 , II"(-REVERS|)
20 : IF(INTEG)
30 OUTPUT2 -OUTPUT2 +RELAY. SIGN * RELAY * #RATE. 001
40 sENDIF

50 s IF(-INTEG)
60 OUTPUT2,0PMEAN +RELAY. SIGN *RELAY

70 IENDIF

80 :ENDIF

90 , IF(REVERSE)
100 : IF(INTEG)
1 I0 OUTPUT2 -OUTPUT 2-RELAY. SION *RELAY *#RATE. O01

120 :ENDIF
130 : IF(-INTEG)

140 OUT PUT2 ,.,OPHEAN-RELAY. SIGN*RELAY

150 :ENDIF

160 :ENDIF

170 TRACK2 =ION

480 * ENDIF

490 * C

500 * C --- UPDATE pROCEDURE WHEN TUNING WITH ALGORITHM #1 ..............
510 * C

520 * 11, (ALnl)

530 * CALCULATOR

I00UTPUT2-OUTPUTI

20 TRACK2-TRACKI

540 " ENDIF

550 * C
560 * C --- UPDATE PROCEDURE WHEN TUNING WITH ALGORITHM #2 •
570 * C

580 " IF (/d.,O2)
590 " CALCULATOR

I0 *IF (,ADAPT. FLAG)

20 :IF (PRBS. BITO)

30 OUTPUT2 -OPHEAN +OPDEV

40 :ENDIF

50 :IF(-PRBS.BIT0)

60 OUT PUT 2-O PMEAN-OPD EV

70 :ENDIF

80 TRAC K2=#oN

90 :ENDIF

100 sIF (ADAPT. FLAG)

iio OUTP UT2 =OUTPUT1

120 TRACK2-TKACK 1

130 :ENDIF

600 * ENDIF

610 * ENDIF

620 *'C

630 * C --- LIMIT OUTPUT AND CHECK FOR INPUT LIMITING ...................
640 * C

650 * CALCULATOR

I00UTPU T2 .LIMIT=IOFF

20 'IF(OUTPUT2<OPMIN)
30 OUTPUT2=OPHIN

40 OUTPUT2. LIMIT=# ON

50 TRACK2=#ON

60 :ENDIF
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70 _IF(OUTPUT2_OP_J()

80 OUTPUT_'OP_

90 OUTPUT2, LIMIT-#ON

I00 TRACK2-#ON

1 10 IENDIF

120 IIF(TUNING)

130 IIF (OUTPUT2, LIMIT I(INPUT('IPMIN) I(INPUT>'IPHAX) )

140 TUNE. STAGE. I-#OFF

150 TUNE. STAGE. 2-#OFF

160 TUNE. STAGE, 3-#OFF

170 TUNE. STAGE. 4-#OFF

180 ZEROX. COUNT'O

190 STATUS. BITS"32

200 IENDIF

2 I0 zENDIF

660 * C

670 * C

680 * C *** OUTPUT THE NEW ACTUATOR COMMAND SIGNAL **********************

690 * C

700 * C

710 * AI_OUT

DEVICE 3
INITIAL 2

OUTPUT 1 OUTPUT2 ..

ZERO 1 OPZERO. •

SPAN 1 OPSPAN..

720 * C

730 tC

740 * C *** TUNING INITIALISATION PROCEDURES ****************************

750 * C

760 * C

770 * IF (-ENABLE.OLD&ENABLE.NEW)

780 * CALCULATOR

I0 TUN ING-#ON

20 STATUS. BIT0-O

30 STATUS.BIT1"0

40 STATUS.BIT2"0

50 STATUS.BIT3"0

60 STATUS.BIT4"0

70 STATUS.BIT5-0

80 STATUS.BIT6-0

790 * IF (SELECT--0)

800 * CALCULATOR

I0 ALGO= #0_

20 ALGI-#OFF

30 ALG2-#OFF

810 * ENDIF

820 * C

830 * C --- TUNING INITIALISATION PROCEDURE FOR ALGORITHH #0

840 * C

B50 *" Ii' (AI,GO)
860 * CALCULATOR

I0 REDUCE.ENABLE'#OFF

20 TUNE.COUNT'O

30 ZEROX.COUNT'O

40 ZEROX. TOTAL-O

50 sIF((SETPOINT-INPUT)>'O'O)
60 RELAY. SIGN-I

70 :ENDIF

80 zIF(SETPOINT-INPUT<O.O)
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90 RELAY , 8IGN'-I
100 zENDIF

110 =Ir(-INT[G)
120 OPME_'OUTPUT2
130 I ENDIF

870 * ENDIF

880 * C

890 • C --- NO INITIALISATION REQUIRED FOR ALGORITHM #I

900 * C

910 * C --- TUNING INITIALISATION PROCEDURE FOR ALGORITHM #2

920 * C

930 * IF (ALG2)
940 • CALCULATOR

I00PMEAN=OUTPUT2

20 TUNE.COUNT=O

30 EO=0

40 EVAR=0

50 YVAR=O

60 DONE=O

70 ADAPT. FLAG=#OFF

80 DIAGI=I000

90 DIAG2=I000

100 DIAG3=I000

110 DIAG4=I000

120 DIAGS=I000

130 DIAG6- I000

140 DIAG7- I000

950 * ENDIF
960 * ENDIF

970 * C
980 • C

990 * C *** TUNING PROCEDURES *******************************************

I000 * C

1010 • C

1020 * IF (TUNING)
1030 * CALCULATOR PVEPJ_OR=SETPOINT-INPUT

1040 * C

1050 * C --- TUNING PROCEDURE FOR ALGORITHM #0

1060 * C

1070 * IF (AI,GO)

1080 * CALCULATOR

I0 TUNE. COUNT-TUNE. COUNT+I

20 =IF(REDUCE.ENABLE)

30 =IF ((zABS (PVERROR) >PVDEV [OUTPUT2 'LI MIT) &~RELAY 'REDUCE)
40 RELAY. KEDUCE= #ON

50 ZEROX. COUNT=O

60 =ENDIF

70 IIF (RELAY. REDUCE&ZEROX. COUNT>0)

80 RELAY. REDUCE =#OFF

90 STATUS. BIT2-4

106 RELA_ =RE DUCE. FACTOR* RE LAY

110 t IF (RELAY<HYSTER)
120 STATUS. BIT3=8

130 IENDIF

140 _ENDIF

150 _ENDIF

160 zIF(RELAY.SIGN<O&PVE_OR>HYSTER)
170 REDUCE. ENABLE= #ON

180 ZEROX. COUNT =zEROX. COUNT+I

190 ZEROX. TOTAL= ZEROX. TOTAL+ I
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200 TUN|,DB. sABS(PVERROR,HAX,OLD.ACCEPT/IO0,O)

210 DON_-S0+50*(1-tABS(PVERROR.MAX-PVERBOR,MAX,OLD)/TUN_,DB)
220 sZr(DONE<O)
230 DONr=0
240 sENDIF

250 sIF(IABS(PVERROR,HAX-PVERROR,HAX,OLD)<TUNE,DB&ZEROX,COUNT>3)
260 PVAMP=(PVERROR,HAX-PVERROR,HIN.OLD)/2,0
270 PERIOD=(TUNE,COUNT+TUNE,COUNT.OLD)*IRATE.001
280 DESIGN-#ON

290 IIF(-INTEG)
300 OUTPUT2=OPHEAM
310 :ENDIF

320 IENDIF

330 PVERROR.MAX.OLD=PVERROR.MAX

340 PVERROR.MAX-0.O

350 TUNE.COUNT,OLD-TUNE.COUNT
360 TUNE.COUNT-0

370 RELA¥,SIGN=I

380 sENDIF

390 sIF(RELAY.SIGN>0&PVERROR<-HYSTER)
400 REDUCE.ENABLE=ION

410 ZEROX,COUNT=ZEROX,COUNT+I

420 ZEROX.TOTAL-ZEROX,TOTAL+I

430 TUNE.DB=IABS(PVERROR.NIN.OLD*ACCEPT/100)

440 DONE-S0+50"(1-zABS(PVERROR.NIN-PVERROR,NIN.OLD)/TUNE.DB)
450 IIF(DONE<0)
460 DONE-0

470 IENDIF

480 IIF(IABS(PVERROR.HIN-PVERROR.MIN.OLD)<TUNE.DB&ZEROX,COUNT>3)
490 PVAMP=(PVERROR,MAX,OLD-PVERROR.HIN)/2.0

500 PERIOD'(TUNE.COUNT+TUNE.COUNT.OLD)*IRATE.O01
510 DESIGN=#ON

515 IIF(-INTEG)
516 OUTPUT2-OPMEAM

517 sEHDIF

520 zENDIF

530 PVERROR.MIN.OLD-PVERROR.MIN

540 PVERROR.MIN-0.O

550 TUNE.COUNT.OLD=TUNE.COUNT

560 TUNE.COUNT=0

570 RELAY,SIGN=-I.O

580 zENDIF

590 sIF(ZEROX.TOTAL>21)
600 DESIGN=#ON

610 STATUS,BIT4-16

620 _ENDIF

630 sIF(PVERROR>PVERROR.MAX)
640 PVERROR.MAX-PVERROR

650 _ENDIF

660 IIF(PVERROR<PVERflOR,HIN)
670 PVERROR.MIN=PVERROR

680 :ENDIF

]090 * ENDIF

1100 * C

1110 * C --- TUNING PROCEDURE FOR ALGORITHM #I .............................
1120 _ C

]130 * IF (ALGI)
1140 * CALCULATOR

10 sIF(:ABS(PVERROR)>T}IRESH&-TUNE,LOCK)
20 TUNE, LOCK= #ON
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30 TUNE,STAGE.X-#ON

40 PVEKROR,MAX-0,O

50 JENDIF

60 IIF(TUNE.$TAGI.I}

70 IIF(tABS(PVEKROR)>IABS(PVEBAOR,MAX))

BO FL_O,ZBJ4_-#OF7
90 pVE]_ROR,HAX-PVE_OR

100 sENDIF

110 tIF(IABS(PVEKI_OR)<IABS(PVEKROR.MAX)&~FLAG'EKHAX)

120 FLAG.ERHAX-ION
130 FLAG,INIT-#ON

140 sENDIF

150 zIF(FLAG.INIT)

160 FLAG,INIT-#OFF

170 TUNE.STAGE.2-#ON

180 TUNE.STAGE,3-#OFF

190 TUNE.STAGE,4-#OFF

200 STATUS,BITS-O

210 TUNE.COUNT-0

220 TUNE,RI=OVERSH/150'0

230 TUNE.R2-TUNE,RI/6

240 TUNE.SI-O.0

250 TUNE.S2-O,O

260 tENDIF

270 zENDIF

280 tIF(TUNE,STAGE,2&_ABS(PVERROR)<O.9*zABS(PVERROR.MAX))
290 TUNE.STAGE.2-#OFF

300 TUNE.STAGE,3-#ON

310 TUNE.T0-TUNE.COUNT

320 _ENDIF

330 zIF(TUNE,STAGE,3&sABS(PVER_OR)<O.5*:ABS(PVERROR.MAX))
340 TUNE.STAGE.3-#OFF

350 TUNE,STAGE.4-#ON

360 TUNE,TL-TUNE,COUNT-TUNE,TO

370 sIF(TUNE,TL<I)

380 TUNE,TL'I

390 zENDIF

400 TUNE.T2-TUNE,COUNT+TUNE,ALP}_'TUNE,TL

410 TUNE,T3-TUNE,T2+TUNE,BETA*TUNE.TL

420 TUNE.T4-TUNE,T3+TUNE,GAMMA*TUNE,TL

430 TUNE.TS-TUNE,T4+TUNE,T4

440 zENDIF

450 zIF(TUNE,STAGE,4)

460 aIF(TUNE.COUNT>-TUNE,T2&TUNE,COUNT<TUNE,T3)
470 TUNE,SI-TUNE.SI+PVEBAOR/PVERROR.MAX/TUNE,BETA/TUNE'TL

480 :ENDIF

490 _IF(TUNE.COUNT >=TUNE'T3&TUNE'COUNT<TUNE'T4)

500 TUNE.S2=TUNE,S2*(PVERROR/PVER_OR'MAX+TUNE'R2)/TUNE'GAMMA/TUNE'TL

510 zENDIF

520. sIF(TUNE.COUNT >='TUNE,T4)
530 TUNE.STAGE.I-IOFF

540 TUNE,STAGE.4"#OFF

550 DESIGH=#ON

560 DONE.FACTOR-(_ABS(TUNE.BI)-:ABS(TUNE,SI_TUNE.BI))/_ABS(TUNE'RI)

570 ,IF(TUNE,Rf--0)
580 DONE.FACTOR-0.5

590 zENDIF

600 DONE=50_50*DONE.FACTOR

630 IIF(_2_E<0)

620 DOHE=O
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630 t ENDIF

640 IENDIr
650 _ENDIr

660 mIF(TUNH, LOCK)
670 TUNE, COUNT-TUNE, COUNT+ 1

680 mIF (TUNI[,COUNT>TUNE, TS& tABS (PVERROR) <THRESH)
690 TUNE, LOCK-IOFF

700 IENDIF
710 IENDIF

1150 * ENDIF

1160 * C

1170 * C --- TUNING PROCEDURE FOR ALGORITHM #2 ...........................

1180 * C

1190 * IF (ALO2)
1200 * CALCULATOR

I0 _IF(-ADAPToFLAG)
20 TUNE, COUNT-TUNE, COUNT+ 1

30 !ENDIF

1210 * IF (TUNE,COUNT>5)
1220 * CALCULATOR

10 TEHP- I

20 sIF(REVZRSE)
30 TEMP=-I

40 tENDIF

50 #ADATA I I,I]=-_';TPI.¥1

60 #ADATA 2 I,I]=AI

70 #ADATA 3 I,I]=DIAGI

80 #ADATA I 1,2]-UI*TEHJP

90 #ADATA 2 1,2]=Bl

I00 #ADATA 3 1,2]=DIAG2

IIO #ADATA I 1,3}=U2*TEMP

120 #ADATA 2 1,3)=B2

130 #ADATA 3 1,3]-DIAG3

140 #ADATA I 1,4]=U3*TEMP

150 #ADATA 2 1,4]=B3

160 #ADATA 3! 1,4]'DIAG4

170 #ADATA 1 1,5]'U4*TEMP

180 #ADATA 2 1,5]-B4

190 #ADATA 3 1,5]=DIAG5

200 #ADATA I 1,6]=US*TEMP

210 #ADATA 2 1,6]-B5

220 #ADATA 3 1,6]=DIAG6

230 #ADATA 1 1,7)=El

240 #ADATA 2 1,7]=C1

250 #ADATA 3 1,7]=DIAG7
1230 * CALCULATOR E0=-STPI.Y0

1240 * FOR I., 7., I., J..

1250 * CALCULATOR EO=E0+#ADATA I[I,JJ*#ADATA 2[1,J]
1260 " ENDFOR

l 270 * CALCULATOR

I0 PERR=EO

20 IIF(TUNE.COUNT>12)
30 TEMP=TUNE, COUNT- 12

40 EVAR=(EVAR*(TFMP-I)/TEHP)+(EO*EO/TEbIP}
50 YVAR=(YVAR*(TEHP-I)/TFHP).(STPI,YO*STPI.YO/TEHP)
60 DONE=lO0* (I-EVAR/YVAR)

70 ,IF(DONE<0)
80 DONE-O

90 zENDIF

100 _ENDIF
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1280 . CALCULATOR

10 FJ-#ADATA I[1,1)

20 VJ-#ADATA 3(I,I)"FJ

.IO .m_J-I+ (VJ' rJ)

40 #ADATA )(IsI)=@ADATA 3(I,I)/AJ/LAMBDA

50 #ADATA 5(I,1]-VJ
60 KI" =0
70 KU=0

1290 ' FOR 2., 7., l.s O..

1300 * CALCULATOR

I0 FJ-#ADATA l[l,J)
20 J1=J-I

1310 * FOR I., Jl.., I., I..

I.l20 * CALCULATOR

10 KF- KI'+ 1

20 FJ=FJ+(#ADATA I[I,I]*#ADATA 4[I,KF])

1330 * ENDFOR
1340 * CALCULATOR

10 VJ=FJ*#ADATA 3[l,J)

20 ALAST=AJ

30 AJ-ALAST+ (VJ* FJ )

40 #ADATA 3(I,J]-#ADATA 3(I,J}*ALAST/AJ/LAHBDA

50 #ADATA 5[I,J]-VJ

60 PJ=- FJ/ALAST

1350 * FOR I., Jl.., I., I..

1360 * CALCULATOR

10 KU=KU+I

20 TEMP-#ADATA 4(I,KU]+(#ADATA 5(1,1]*PJ)

30 #ADATA 5[I,I]-#ADATA 5[I,I]+(#ADATA 4[I,KU]*VJ)

40 #ADATA 4[1,KU]-TEMP
1370 * ENDFOR

1380 * ENDFOR

1390 * FOR I., 7., I., J..

14,00 * CALCULATOR

10 #ADATA 2[1,J]-#ADATA 2[I,J]-(#ADATA 5[I,J]*E0/AJ)

1410 * ENDFOR

1420 * CALCULATOR

10 AI=#ADATA 2[1,1]
20 BI=#ADATA 2[I,2]

30 B2=#ADATA 2(I,3]

40 B3-#ADATA 211,4]

50 B4-#ADATA 2{I,5]

60 B5-#ADATA 211,6]

70 CI=#ADATA 2[i,7)

80 DIAGI,,#ADATA 311, I]

90 DIAG2=#ADATA 311,2]

I00 DIAG3-#ADATA 3[I,3)
Ii0 DIAG4-#ADATA 3[1,4)

120 DIAGS=#ADATA 3[i,5)

130. DIAG6=#ADATA 3[1,6]
140 DIAG7=#ADATA 3(I,7}

1430 * CALCULATOR

10 _IF(-ADAPT.FLAG)

20 IIF(TUNE,COUNT>'TOTAL)
30 OUTPUT2-OPMEAN

40 DES IGN-_#ON

50 I ENDIF

60 z ENDIF

70 tIF(ADAPT.FLAG)
80 DES IGN::@ON
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90 I|HDlr
1440 * |NDIF

1450 t |NDIF
1460 * |NDIF
1470 , O

1480 * C
1490 • C *** SHIFT DATA **************************************************

1500 * C

1510 * C

1520 * CALCULATOR

10 UO-ALP|_mUI+(I-ALPHA)*(OUTPUT2-OUTPUT2,OLD)
20 ENABL|,OLD=EHABLE.NEW

30 INPUT.OLDmlNPUT

40 OUTPUT2,OLD=OUTPUT2

50 STPI.YI=STPIo¥O

60 US-U4

70 U4-U3
80 U3-U2

90 U2=UI

100 UI-UO

110 El=E0

120 PRBS BITS,NEW-PRBS.BITI"PRBS,BIT6

130 PRBS BIT0"PRBS.BITI

140 PRBS BITI=PRBS,BIT2

150 PRBS BIT2=PRBS.BIT3
160 PRBS BIT3=PRBS,BIT4
170 PRBS BIT4"PRBS.BIT§

180 PRBS BIT5=PRBS.BIT6

190 PRBS BIT6=PRBS.BIT7

200 PRBS BIT7=PRBS,BIT8
210 PRBS BIT8=PRBS.BIT8.NEW

1530 " C

1540 * C

1550 * C *** CONSTRUCT STATUS WORD ***************************************

1560 * C

1570 * C

1580 * CALCULATOR

i0 STATUS.BIT0"O

20 IIF(TUNING)
30 STATUS,BIT0=I

40 sENDXF

50 STATUS,BITI=O

60 sIF(TUNE.LOCK}
70 STATUS.EITI=2

80 sENDIF

I00 STATUS-STATUS,BITO+STATUS.BITI+STATUS.BIT2+STATUS.BIT3+STATUS.BIT4.@

STATUS,BIT5+STATUS,BIT6

1590 * C

1600 * C

1610 * C *** DESIGN PROCEDURES *******************************************

1620 *'C

1630 * C

1640 * IF (DESIGN)
1650 * C

1660 * C --- CHECK OVERSHOOT

1670 * C
1680 * CALCUI_TOR

I00VERSH,CHECK-OVERSH

20 zIF(OVERSH>OVERSH.MAX)
30 OVERSH.CHECK=OVERSH.MAX
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40 :ZNDIF

SO 1IT(OVIRSH<OVERSH,NIN)
60 OV]IRSH,CHECK=OVERSH,NIN
70 IBNDIF

80 ZZTA, tbOO(OV_RSH,CHECK/100.O)*tLOO(OVERSH.CHHCK/IO0.0)

90 ZETA. ISQR(ZETA/(ZETA4IPI*#PI))

100 PHI=£|T_*100,0
110 THI-PHI*#PI/180,0

1690 * C

1700 * C --- DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR ALGORITHM #0
1710 " C

1720 * IF (ALO0)
1730 * CALCULATOR

I0 tIr(-REV_RSX) "
20 pROP2.2,0*RELAY*PERIOD*=SIN(THI)/(#PI*#PI*PVAHP)

25 :IF(-INTEG)
26 PROP2-OVERSH,CHECK/100,0*4,0*RELAY/#PI/PVAMP

27 :KNDIF

30 :ENDIF

40 =Zr(_WRSE)
50 pROP2.-2,0*RELAY*PERIOD*:SIN(THI)/(#PI*#PI*PVAHP)

55 :IF(-INTEG)
56 pROP2.-OVERSH,CHECK/IOO,O*4,0*RELAY/#PI/PVAHP
57 :ENDIF

60 :ENDIF

70 INT2=I20,0*#PI/(PERIODeITAN(THI))

75 IIF(-INTEG)
77 INT2-O

78 ÁENDIF

80 TUNE.T5"4*INT2/#RATE,O01/60

1740 * ENDIF

1750 * C

1760 * C --- DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR ALGORITHM #I

1770 ' C

1780 * IF (ALGI)

1790 * CALCULATOR

10 DESIGN.FACTOR,KC-(I-DONE,FACTOR)*(DESIGN.KI*(TUNE,SI+TUNE'RI).DESIGN°K2@

*TUNE,S2)

20 :IF(IABS(DESIGN,FACTOR,KC)>0.2)
30 DESIGN,FACTOR,KC-O,2"DESIGN,FACTOR,KC/ÁABS(DESIGN,FACTOR'KC)

40 JENDIF

50 PROP2.PROPI.(I+DESIGN,FACTOR,KC)

60 DESIGN,FACq_R.KI-(I-DONE,FACTOR)*(DESIGN,K3*(TUNE,SI+TUNE'RI)+DESIGN'K4@

*TUNE,S2)
70 IIF(:ABS(DESIGN,FACTOR.KI)>0,2)
80 DESIGN.FACTOR.KI-0,2*DESIGN.FACTOR.KI/:ABS(DESIGN'FACTOR,KI)

90 :ENDIF

100 INT2-1NTI*(I+DESIGN.FACTOR.KI)

110 :IF(-INTEG)
120 INT2-O

130 :ENDIF

1800 * ENDIF

1810 * C

1820 * C --- DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR ALGORITHM #2 ..............................

1830 * C

1840 * IF (ALG2)
1850 * CALCULATOR TEMP-0

1860 * FOR I., 5,, I., J,,
1870 * CALCULATOR TEHP-TEMP*/ADATA 211,1+J]

1880 * ENDFOR
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1890 . I7 (T_MP<O)
1900 ' CALCULATOR mTATUS,BIT6,'64

1910 * |NDI7

1920 * CALCULATOR

10 INT2..60*(I+#M)ATA 2[I,II)/#RATE,O01
2o , Zr(INT2<0)
30 INT2"0
40 ! ENDI#'

50 TANPHI" I TAH ( PHI*#PI / 180)
60 WT,HIGII"#PI

70 WT.LOW=iPTI_00
80 WT, INC=(W'T,HIC_H-WT,LOW)/10

1930 * FOR 1.s 2.¢ 1,, PASS..
1940 " CALCULATOR

I0 WT. O=WT, LOW
20 WT. FLAO'-#OFr

1950 " FOR WT.LOW., WT,HIOH., WT.INO., WT..
1960 * CALCULATOR

1o _=,szN(WT)/(Z-scos(WT))
20 IHAG-#ADATA 2[I,2}"ISIN(WT)

30 REAL-#ADATA 2[I,2]*ICOS(WT)

1970 * FOR 2.s 5., I,, J,,
1980 " CALCULATOR

I0 IMAG=IMAG+#ADATA 2[I,J+I]*ISKN(J*WT)

20 REAL=KEAL+#ADATA 2[I,J+I}*ICOS(J*WT)

1990 * ENDFOR

2000 * CALCULATOR

10 B= IMAO/REAL

20 LHS-- (A+B) / (1-A'B)
30 RJ_S=TANPHI

40 !IF (LHS<RHS)
90 WT, FLAO-#ON

70 IENDIF

80 ,Zr(-WT, rLAO)
90 WT. O=WT

100 !ENDIF

2010 * ENDFOR

2020 * CALCULATOR

10 WT.HIGH=WT.0+WT. INC

20 WT. LOW=WT.0

30 WT.INC-(WT.HIGH-WT.LOW)/10
2030 * ENDFOR

2040 * CALCULATOR

10 IMAU=, SZN(WT.0)

20 REAL=I- sCOS (WT. 0)

30 MAGN. DEN= I SQR (REAL_REAL+ IMAG* IHAG )

40 IMAG-#ADATA 2[1,21"ISIN(WT.0 )

50 REAL-#ADATA 2[I,2}*!COS(WT.0)

2050 * FOR 2,s 5., I., J..
2060 * CALCULATOR

i0" IMAG-IMAG_#ADATA 2{I,J+I]*ISIN(J*WT.0)

20 REAL-REAL4#ADATA 2[I,J+I]*ICOS(J*WT.0)
2070 # ENDFOR

2080 * CALCULATOR

10 MAGN. NUM= !SQR (REAL* REAL+ IMAG" IMAG )

20 MAGN=MAGN. NUM/MAGN, DEN

30 PROP2- l/MAGN

40 IIF (REVERSE)
90 PROP2=-PROP2

60 sENDIF
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2090 , |NDIF
2100 ' 0

_110 _ C --- UPDATE CONTROLLER GAINS
2120 * ¢
2130 ' CALCULATOR

I0 D|SIGN-#OFF

20 IIF(UPDAT|)
30 PROPI=PROP2

40 INTI=INT2

50 IENDIF

60 IIF(SELZCT-=O)

70 IIF(ALO0)
80 ALO0=#OFF

90 AI,OI=ION

I00 tENDIF
110 IENDIF

120 IIF(SELECT-=I)
130 TUNING-#OFF

140 IENDIF

150 aIF(SEI,ECT==3)

160 IIF(ADAPTIVE}
170 ADAPT,FLAG-#ON

180 IENDIF

190 IIF(~ADAPT,FLAG)
200 TUNING=#OFF

210 IENDIF

220 IENDIF

2140 * ENDIF

•TASK 9

I0 * C OUTPUT VALUES TO PC USING LOGGER HODULE

20 * TIMER

INPUT TIME}t. PULSE,

SETPOINT 5,0000000

RESET RESET.TIMER,DATA

TIME DATA.TIMER,TIME

OUTPUT 1 TIMER,OUTPUT,1

OUTPUT_2 OUTPUT,SAMPLK.
30 * IF (TIMER,OUTPUT,I)
40 * CALCULATOR

I0 TIMER.PULSE=#OFF

50 * ENDIF

60 * IF (OUTPUT,SAMPLE)
70 * LOCKER

PORT 2,0000000

MODE #OFF,,

FORMAT 9,0000000

LIST 9.0000000

UO * CALCULATOR

lO TIHER.PULSE=#ON

90 * ENDIF

•TASK i0

I * IF (slM=-0,0)
2 * C PURE INTEGRATING PROCESS S;HULATION (SIMO)
5 * C

10 * C GET OUTPUT FROM THE SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

20 * ANIN

DEVICE 1

INITIAL I

INPUT 1 Z,,
ZERO i Z,ZERO.
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SPAN I |. SPAN.

25" C

30 t C tr, BEGINNING OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

40 * CALCULATOR

10 YPDOT-K.P. (Z+ZL)
50 " INTEGRATOR

INPUT YPL,OT..

RESET SYSINIT..

ZERO O. 0000000

SPAN I. 0000000

OUTPUT YP..

52 * C BOUND THE PROCESS BETWEEN ITS UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS

55 * _TOR

I0 I IF (YP>YP. KAX)
20 yP-YP.MAX
30 sENDIF

40 sIF(YP<YP.MIM)
50 YP-YP.MIM

60 sENDIF

60 * C UPDATE ARRAY USED TO SIMULATE DEADTIHE

80 * CALCULATOR

10 IIF (COUNT<-200)

20 #ADATA 6 [ COUNT ] -YP
30 COUNT-COUNT+ 1
40 sENDIF

50 sIF(COUNT>200)
60 COUNT,, 1

70 1ENDIF

95 * C CALCULATE DELAYED iNPUT

i10 * CALCULATOR

I0 K-COUNT- (I/IRATE. 010*TAU. DEL)-I

20 _IF(K<I)

30 K-K+200

40 _ENDIF

50 YD-#ADATA 6[K]
60 Y-YD+NOISE

112 * C **' END OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

113 * C

115 * C OUTPUT PROCESS VALTYE TO SELF TUNING CONTROLLER
120 " ANOUT

DEVICE 3

INITIAL 1

OUTPUT 1 Y. •

ZERO i Y. ZERO.

SPAN I Y. SPAN.
TRACK 1 Y. TKK.

RESET I Y. RES.

130 " ENDIF

•TASK 11

5 * IF (SIH=-1.0)

i0 * C FIRST ORDER PROCESS SIMULATION (SIMI)

20 * C

25 * C CODE TO RESET SYSTEM

30 * CALCULATOR

10 slF(SYSINIT)
20 PROC. INIT=ION
30 LOAD. INIT--#ON

40 zENDIF

40 * C

50 * C GET OUTPUT FROM THE SELF TUNING CONTROI LER
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60 _ ANIN

D,vzc_ 1
INITIAL 1
INPUT 1 [..
SERO 1 S, ZERO.

SPAN 1 I, SPAN.

70" C
80 t C ,ce BEGINNING OF pROCESS SIMULATION CODE

82 ' C
83 * C CALCULATE LOAD DISTURBANCE

8 5 * CALCULATOR

10 tIF(TAU.L<0.5)
20 TAU.L'0.5

30 sENDIF

40 ZLDOT- (ZL. IN-ZL )/TAU. L

87 * INTEGRATOR

INPUT ZLDOT ••

RESET LOAD. INIT.

OUTPUT ZL..

88 • C CALCULATE NEW PROCESS VALUE

90 • CALCULATOR

i0 zIF(TAU.P<. 5}
20 TAU. P'. 5

30 sENDIF

40 ¥PDOT-(KP* (Z+ZL)-YP)/TAU.P

I00 • INTEGRATOR

IN PUT YPDOT..

RESET PROC. INIT.

ZERO O. 0000000

SPAN I •0000000

OUTPUT YP" •

ii0 • C UPDATE ARRAY USED TO SIMULATE DEADTIME

120 • CALCULATOR

10 tIF (COUNT<-200)

20 #ADATA 6[COUNT]'YP

30 COUNT-COUNT+ 1

40 zENDIF

50 sIF (COUNT>200}
60 COUNT-I

70 s ENDIF

130 • C CALCULATE DELAYED INPUT

140 • CALCULATOR

i0 K.COUNT- (I/#KATE. 01 I'TAU. DEL )- 1

20 zIF(K<I)

30 K-K+200

40 zENDIF

50 YD_#ADATA 6[K]

60 y-YD_NOISE

150 ,t C *** END OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

160 * C

170 *" C OUTPUT PROCESS VALUE TO SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

l 80 * ANOUT

DEVICE 3

INITIAL 1

OUTPUT i Y. •

ZERO 1 Y. ZERO.

SPAN 1 y. SPAN.

TRACK i Y. TRX.

RESET 1 Y. RES.

190 * ENDIF
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_TASK 12

5 • IF (SlM==2,O)

IO * C SECOND ORDER PROCESm SIMULATION (SLM2)

20"C
25 * C COD| TO RESET SYSTEM
30 * CALCULATOR

10 IIF(BYBINIT)
20 PROCl. INIT=ION

25 PROC2. INIT-ION

30 LOAD, INIT=ION
40 ,ENDIF

40 * C

50 * C GET OUTPUT FROM THE SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

60 '_ JUqlN

DEVICE 1

INITIAL I

INPUT 1 Z,.

ZERO 1 Z. ZERO.

SPAN I Z.SPAM.
70 * C

80 * C *** BEGINNING OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

82 * C

83 * C CALCULATE LOAD DISTURBANCE

85 _ CALCULATOR

10, :IF(TAU.L<0.5)
20 TAU. L=O. 5

30 sENDIF

40 ZLDOT- (ZL. IN-ZL )/TAU. L

87 * INTEGRATOR

INPUT ZLDOT..

RESET LOAD. INIT.

OUTPUT ZL..

88 * C CALCULATE NEW PROCESS VALUE

90 * CALCULATOR

10 :IF(TAU.PI<. 5)
20 TAU. Pl'. 5

30 IENDIF

40 zIF(TAU.P2<. 5)
50 TAU. P2". 5

60 sENDIF

70 X IDOT=X2

80 X2DOT=-(XI/(TAU.PI *TAU.P2))-((TAU'PI+TAU'P2}*X2/(TAU'PI*TAU'P2))+(KP*(Z@

+ZL) / (TAU. PI'TAU. P2 ))
i00 * INTEGRATOR

INPUT X IDOT,.

RESET PROCI ,INIT.

ZERO O. 0000000

SPAN 1.0000000

OUTPUT XI. •

105 " INTEGRATOR

INPUT X2DOT, .

RESET PROC2, INIT.

ZERO O. 0000000

SPAN I. 0000000

OUTPUT X2..

110 * C UPDATE ARRAY USED TO SIMULATE DEADTIME

120 • CALCULATOR

10 _IF(COUNT<=200)
20 #ADATA 6 [COUNT}-XI
30 COUNT=COUNT+ I
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40 t |I_DZr

SO J Xr(COUNT>200)
60 COUNT-I
70 : ENDIF

130 * C CALCULATE DELAYID INPUT
140 * CALCULATOR

10 K-COU_T-(1/fRATE. 012 *TAU. DEL) -1
20 : Ir(K<l).
30 K-K+200
40 : ENDIF

50 YD-f_DATA 6[K]
60 Y-YD.NOIS|

150 * C *** END OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

160 * C

170 * C OUTPUT PROCESS V/_-LUE TO SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

1BO * kNOUT

DEVICE 3

INITIAL 1
OUTPUT I Y..

ZERO I y. ZERO.

SPAM I y. SPAN.

TRACK 1 Y. TRX,

RESET i Y. R_S.

190 * ENDIF

•TASK 13

5 * IF (SIM--3,0}

10 * C BOILER PROCESS SIMULATION WITH INVERSE RESPONSE (3_M3)

20" C

30 * C CODE TO RESET SYSTEM

40 * CALCUlaTOR

10 :IF(SYSINIT)
20 PROCI. INIT=#ON

30 PROC2. INIT=#ON

40 zENDIF

50 * C

60 * C GET OUTPUT FROM THE SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

70 * ANIN

DEVICE 1

INITIAL 1

IN PUT 1 g. •

ZERO 1 Z. ZERO.

SPAN 1 Z.SPAN.

80 * C

90 * C *** BEGINNING OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

95 * C CALCULATE LIQUID LEVEL W_T FEEDWATER

1O0 * CALCUI_TOR

IO Y2DOT=KP2* (Z+ZL)
II0 * INTEGRATOR

INPUT Y2DOT..

RESET PR(>C2 .INIT.

ZERO O. 0000000

SPAN 1.0000000
OUTPUT Y2 ••

]20 * C BOUND THE FEEDWATER PROCESS BETWEEN ITS UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS

130 * CALCULATOR

IO IIF(Y2>Y2.HAX)

20 Y2-Y2. MAX

30 :ENDIF

40 ,IF(Y2<Y2.MIN)
50 Y2-Y2 .MIN
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60 I ENDIF

13$ * C CALCULATE LIQUID LEVEL WRT HEAT SUPPLY

140 ' CALCULATOR

10 I IF(TAU,pI<.5)
20 TAU,PI-.$
30 s ENDIF

40 ¥IDOT=( (]¢JPl* (Z+ZL))-¥1 )/TAU. Pl
150 ' INTEGRATOR

INPUT Y 1DOT..
RESIT PROCl .INIT.

ZKRO 0. 0000000

SPAN 1. 0000000

OUTPUT y 1..

160 * C CALCULATE OVERALL RESPONSE & UPDATE ARRAY USED TO SIMULATE DEADTIHE

170 * CALCULATOR

5 YP=Y2-YI

I0 sIF(COUNT<=200)

20 #ADATA 6 [ COUNT] =YP
30 COUNT-COUNT+ 1 "
40 =ENDIF

50 sIF(COUNT>200)
60 COUNT- I

70 =ENDIF

180 * C CALCULATE DELAYED INPUT

190 " CALCULATOR

10 K=COUNT- ( I/#RATE.013'TAU. DEL) -1

20 sIF(K<I)
30 K=K+200

40 zENDIF

50 YD=@ADATA 6[K}
60 Y=YD+NOISE

200 * C *** END OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

210 * C

220 * C OUTPUT PROCESS VALUE TO SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

230 * ANOUT

DEVICE 3
INITIAL 1

OUTPUT I Y..

ZERO 1 Y. ZERO.

SPAN 1 Y. SPAN.
TRACK I Y. TRK.

RESET 1 Y.RES.
240 * ENDIF

•TASK 14

5 * IF (SIN==4.0)
10 * C PROCESS SIMULATION WITH INVERSE RESPONSE (SIM4)
20* C
30 * C CODE TO RESET SYSTEM

40 * CALCULATOR

I0 =IF(SYSINIT)
20 PROCI. INIT=#ON

30 PROC2. INI T,,#ON

40 •ENDIF

50 * C

60 * C GET OUTPUT FROM THE SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

70 * ANIN

DEVICE 1

INITIAL 1

INPUT i Z..

ZERO 1 Z. ZERO.
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BPJ'Ul 1 Z.SPKN.

80"¢

90 * C *** BBOINNINO or PROCESS SIMULATION CODE
100 * C C._TE SLOWER PRC,CE58 WITH DIRECT-ACTING RESPONSE

IlO t c_TOR

10 slF(TAU.PI(.5)
20 TAU. PI-, $

30 sENDIF

40 Y1DOT-((KPI*(Z+ZL))-Y1)/TAU'PI
120 * INTEGRATOR

INPUT Y IDOT..

BESET PROCI ,INIT.

ZERO 0. 0000000

SPAN 1.0000000
OUT PUT Y1. •

130 • C CALCULATE FASTER PROCESS WITH INVERSE RESPONS|

140 • CALCULATOR

I0 IIF(TAU.P2<.5)

20 TAU. P2-. 5

30 tENDIF

40 Y2DO:r- ((KP2* (Z+ZL)) -Y2 )/TAU, P2

150 • INTEGRATOR
INPUT Y2 DOT..

RESET PROC2 .INIT.

ZERO 0. 0000000

SPAN I.0000000

OUTPUT Y2..

160 • C CALCULATE OVEKALL RESPONSE & UPDATE ARRAY USED TO SIMULATE DEADTIME

170 * CALCULATOR

5 YP-YI-Y2

i0 sIF (COUNT<-200)
20 #ADATA 6 [COUNT ]-YP

30 COUNT-COUNT+ l

40 IENDIF

50, IF (COUNT>200)

60 COUNT =I

70 sENDIF

180 • C CALCULATE DELAYED INPUT

190 * CALCULATOR

10 K.COUNT- (1/#RATE. 014*TAU, DEL) -1

20 slF(K<I)

30 K-K+200

40 _ENDIF

50 YD-#ADATA 6[K]

60 y-MU.NOISE

200 * C *** END OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

210 • C

220 " C OUTPUT PROCESS VALUE TO SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

230 * ANOUT

DEVICE 3

INITIAL I

OUTPUT 1 Y..

ZERO 1 Y.ZERO.

SPAN 1 Y. SPAN.

TRACK 1 Y. TRX.

RESET I Y .RES.

240 * ENDIF

•TASK 15

5 t IF (SIMs'5.0)

i0 • C SYSTEM WITH VARIABLE TIME CONSTANT AND DELAY (SIM5)
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20" C
30 * C CODE TO RESET SYSTlU4

' 40 * CALCULATOR

10 I IF(SYmINIT)
20 PROC. INIT-#ON

30 LOAD, INIT-_N
40 t ENDIF

50" C
60 * C GET OUTPUT FROM THE SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

70 * ANIN

DEVILI I

INITIAL 1

INPUT 1 |.. I

ZZRO I Z. ZERO.

SPAN 1 Z. SPAN.

80 * C

90 * C *** BEGINNING OF pROCESS SIMULATION CODE
I00 * CALCULATOR

10 Q2-(Z+ZL)
20 CIN=((SIM,CI*QI)+(SIM'C2*Q2))/(QI+Q2)

II0 " C UPDATE ARRAY USED TO SIMULATE DEADTIME

120 * CALCULATOR

10 :IF (COUNT<-200)

20 #AI)ATA 61 COUNT ]'CIN

30 COUNT-COUNT+ I

40 IENDIF

50 IIF(COUNT>200)
60 COUNT-I

70 IENDIF

130 * C CALCULATE DELAYED INPUT CONCENTRATION

140 * CALCULATOR

5 TAU,DEL'VD/(Qf+Q2)

10 K=COUNT- (I/#RATE, 015*TAU, DEL) - I

20 sIF(K<I)
30 K-K+200

40 :ENDIF

50 CIN,PRIME-#ADATA 6[K]

150 * C CALCULATE NEW CONCENTRATION

160 " CALCULATOR

10 TAU, P-V_/(Qf+Q2)

20 CDOT-( (KP,CIN.PRIME)-SIM.C)/TAU.P

170 * INTEGRATOR

INPUT CDOT..

RESET PROC, INIT.

ZERO 0. 0000000

SPAN I.0000000

OUTPUT SIM.C.

180 * CALCULATOR Y-SIM.C.NOISE

190 * C *** END OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

200 ".C

210 " C OUTPUT PROCESS VALUE TO SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

220 * ANOUT

DEVICE 3

INITIAL 1

OUTPUT I Y. •

ZERO 1 Y.ZERO.

SPAN i Y. SPAN.

TRACK 1 Y, TRK.

RESET i Y. RES.

240 * ENDIF
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*TASK 16

S * lr (SLM--6.0)
lO * C 8ECOHD ORDER PROCKS5 SIMULATION kLLOWING COMPLIIX POLES ($IM6)

20"C
:iS _ C CODli TO ILRSET SYSTliM
3 0 * CALCULATOR

10 JIF(SYSINIT)
20 PROCI. INIT-#ON

2S PROC2. INIT-#OM

30 LOAD, INIT-#ON

40 1KNDIr

40*0

SO * C GKT OUTPUT FROM THE SELF TUNING CONTROLLER

60 " ANIN

DEVICE 1

INITIAL 1

INPUT 1 Z..

ZERO I Z. ZERO.

SPAN 1 Z,SPAN,

70 * C

80 * C *** BEGINNING OF PROCESS SIMULATION CODE

82 * C

83 * C CALCULATE LOAD DISTURBANCE

85 * CALCULATOR

IO tIF(TAU.L<0.5}
20 TAU,L'0.5

50 sENDIF

40 ZLDOT" (ZL, IN-ZL)/TAU.L

87 * INTEGKATOR

INPUT ZLDOT, ,

RESET LOAD, INIT,

OUTPUT ZL..

88 * C CALCULATE NEW PROCESS VALUE

90 " CALCULATOR

IO X IDOT-X2

20 X2DOT--((WN**2)*XI)-(2.'ZETA,SIM*WN*X2)+(KP* (WN**2)t (Z+ZL))

i00 t INTEGRATOR

INPUT XIDOT..

RESET PROCI. INIT,

ZERO O. 0000000

SPAN 1. 0000000

OUTPUT XI..

105 * INTEGRATOR

INPUT X2DOT..

RESET PROC2, INIT.

ZERO O. 0000000

SPAN I,0000000

OUTPUT X2..

II0 * C UPDATE ARRAY USED TO SIMULATE DEADTIME

120 * CALCULATOR

iO" _IF(COUNT<-200)

20 #ADATA 6 [COUNT I-XI
30 COUNT-COUNT+ I

40 _ENDIF

50 :IF(COUNT>200)
60 COUNT- I

70 sENDIF

130 * C CALCULATE DELAYED INPUT

140 * CALCULATOR

IO K-COUNT- (i/#KATE, 016*TAU, DEL) -1
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20 _ zr(K<1)
30 K-_,+200
40 s|NDIr

50 YD-#/_ATA 6[K)
60 Y-YD.NOI Sli

150 • C ''' RND Of PROCESS SIMULATION CODI
160 * C

170 * C OUTPUT pROCESS V/LI, UX TO SELF TUNING CONTROLLZR

180 * ANOUT

DEVICE 3
INITIAL 1

OUTPUT 1 ¥,.

_KRO X ¥, Z_RO.
SPAN 1 ¥, SPP,.N.

TRACK 1 X. TRX.

RESET 1 Y,PJCS.

190 ' ENDIF
•LIST I

10 ENABLE..

20 SELECT,.

30 REVERSI..

40 OVERSH..

50 SETPOINT,.

60 INPUT..

70 OPHAX..

80 OUTPUT2..

90 OPMIN..

100 PROP2..
110 INT2..

120 STATUS,.

130 DC)NII..
•LIST 2

10 PVDEV..

20 REI_Y..

30 INTEG..

40 ACCEPT..

50 HYSTER..

60 PVAMP..

70 PERXOD..
80 THRESH..

"LIST 3
I00PHEAN..

20 OPDEV..

30 TOTAL..

40 ALPHA..

50 LAHBDA.,

60 PERR,.

70 ADAPTIVE..

,LIST 4

I0 AI..

20 DIAGI..

30 Bl..

40 DIAG2. •

50 S2..

60 DIAG3..
70 B3..
80 DIAG4,.

90 B4..

100 DIAGS..

110 BS..
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IDO DIAO6,,

130 CI,.

140 DIAO7,
QLImT 9

10 |,.

IS EL..
17 NOISlI,,
20 Y,,
30 #TIHE,007,

*A-Aru_AY I RW ( 7, 1 )
*A-,'L%RAY 2 RW ( 7, 1 )

*A-,_I_I_.AI' 3 RW ( 7, I )
*A-AI_:UI,Y 4 RW ( 21, 1 )
*A-/_¥ 5 RW ( 7s I )

*A-AJ_RAY 6 RW (200, 1 )
*A-ARRAY 10 lIW ( 15, 4 )
*FOR_4AT 9

10 FS,2,IX,FS,2,IX,F5,2, iX,F5,2, IX, 12,/
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% MODIFY, M

........................................................................

% Before using this program, run an external QB program to strip header
% and time.stamp Info from the GENESIS testXXX.prn output file, using the
% istriphdr command,

% Then execute the following commands in MATLAB.
........................................................................

% Ask user which test file data to use load the file to matrix testXXX

num =input('Enter Test No. to modify : ','s');
test num = ['test', num];
filename = [testnum,',mod'];
eval(['load ',filename])

% Transpose the testXXX matrix and convert it to a long vector

testx = eval(['test',num])';
testv=testx(:);

% Find out how many complete data records there are

k = fix(length (testv)/5);

% Put data into the appropriate vectors

for j =0:(k-1)
% th(j+l)=testv(j*8+l);
% tm0+ l)=testv0*8+2);
% ts(j + 1)=testy(j*8 +3);

sp0+ 1) =testv0*5 + 1);
ip(j+ 1)=testv(j*5 +2);
op(j+ 1)=testy(j*5 +3)',
p(j+ 1)=testy0*5+4);
i(j+ 1)=testy(j*5+5);

end

% Create 'proc' and 'cont' arrays needed for plotting

procp = [sp;ip;op];
proc = procp';
c_Jiltp:_:[t,;i];
cont= contp';
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% Display the data

datap= [tp;sp;op;p;t];
data=datap';

% DEFDATAX,M

_.. °........°..._.......... b._...._._....._.-....Q..Oa°..N

% MATLAB routine to define what data will be used for ,'
% plotting (or as input to the evaluation criteria

..........................................................

start=input('Enter First Sample Number for Plotting: ','s');

last=input(' Enter Last Sample Number for Plotting: ','s');

datax =data(eval(start ):eval(1ast),:);
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% EVALCRIT, M

..........................................................

% MATLAB routine to evaluate the performance of the tuned
% control systems using the IAE, ISE, and ITAE pcformance
% criterion

..........................................................

start l =input('Enter Criteria Starting Sample Number: ','s');

lastl =input(' Enter Criteria Ending Sample Number: ','s');

datay =data(eval(start 1):eval(lastl),:);

n = fix(lcngth(datay));

iae=0;
iso=O;
itae=0;

for j= l:n
iae = iae + abs(datay(j,1)- datay0,2));
ise = ise + (datay0,1)- datay(j,2))^2;d ,

itae= itae+ j " abs(datay(j,1)- datay(j,2));
end
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% LABEL, M

% MATLAB routine to plot and label measurement vs.
% setpoint, controller output, and controller PI
% parameter plots (without performance criterion)

. ........................................ . ..... .

eval(['dc!cte ',testnum,'.met'])

clg
plot(datax(:,l:2))
title(['Measurement ,rs Setpoint (',testnum,')'])
×labei('Sample Number')
ylabel('Percent')
% text(100,90,[' IAE = ',num2_tr(iae)])
% text(100,85,[' ISE = ',num2str(ise)])
% tcxt(100,80,['ITAE = ',num2str(itae)])

_'..:al(['meta ',tcstnum])
pause
clg

plot(datax(:_3))
title(['Controller Output'])
xlabel('Sample Number')
ylabel('Percent')

meta

pause
clg

axis

plot(dat ax(:,4:5))
title(['Controller PI Parameters'])
xlabcl('Sample Number')
ylabcl('Gain and Rcpcat._/Minute')

recta
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% LABELCRI.M

% MA'IZAB routine to plot and label measurement vs. :
% setpoint, controller output, and _ntroller PI
% parameter plots (with performance values)

evai(['delete ',testnum,'.met'])

elg
plot (d atax(:, 1:2))
title(['Measurement vs Setpoint (',testnum,')'])
xlabel('Sample Number')
ylabel(,Percent')
text(.72,.85,['IAE'I,'sc')
text(.82,.85,[num2str(iae)],'sc')
text(.79,.85,[' ='],'sc')
text(.72,.8,[' ISE'],'sc')
text(.82,.8,[num2str(ise)],'se')
text(.79,.8,[' ='],'se')

text(.72,.75,[ ITAE 1, sc ) ,,
text(.82,.75,[num2.str(itae)],'sc')
text(.79,.75,[' ='l,'sc')

eval(['meta ',testnum])
pause
clg

plot(datax(:,3))
title(['Confroller Output'])
xlabel('Sample Number')
ylabel('Perceot')

meta

pause
clg

plot(datax(:,4:5))
title(['Controller PI Parameters'])
xlabel('Sample Number')
ylabcl('Gain and Repeats/Minute')

meta
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- ' STRIPHDR.BAS
t

' Microsoft QuickBASIC ver 4.0 program designed to:
_ ' (1) input a GENESIS testXXX.prn data file,
- ' (2) strip the header and timestamp information, and -_

' (3) output the data to a testXXX.mod file
!

..................... . ............ . ....... . ....... .
2

INPUT "Test File to modify:. ", FileNamel$
_ iNPUT "Name of Output file: ", FileName2$

OPEN FileNamel$ FOR INPUT AS #1
_ OPEN FileName2$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2
- IF FileNamelS = "" THEN END

CONST QUOTE = 34, COLON = 58

' Skip the header info
FOR I = 1 TO 7

-- LINE INPUT #I, LineBuffer$
-_ NEXT

' Keep modifying as long as there are enough bytes left in
_'.'_ 'the file.

- DO UNTIL EOF(1)
-

- Characters = INPUTS(I, # 1)
CharVal = ASC(Character$)

- SELECT CASE CharVal

CASE QUOTE

- Characters = INPUTS(I, # 1) _---

-" CharVal = ASC(Character$) -
-- DO UNTIL CharVal = QUOTE

- Characters = INPUTS(I, # 1)
- CharVal = ASC(Character$)

LOOP
CASE ELSE

- PRINT #2, CharacterS;
END SELECq"

LOOP

CLOSE # 1

CLOSE #2

---

;=
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APPENDIX D

Thim film Lm usmd to determine the robustnmm• of a control my•tem by
indicating the amount the plant gain and deadtlmm may be increased

before the onset of in•tability. The mlgorlthm mlmply find• the gain
factor K and deadtime that yield• zero phale margin. Pile Robu•tl,mcd

First, describe the knOwn plant and controller in the • domain E

2.147
K s= 1 _- s- 5 T s- 20 K s" .7103 K ,= .......

p c _. 60 "

Plant WO Deadtime Controller

p =
0 lm) *= --_ - _ O le) ,= K ' I +
p 'r'• + 1 C C _-

p c --

Magnitud. M(GO) ,-IGp (J GO) Gc (J OO) I -
_

Ma rnitude Phase
-- ...... _

- lo \ ..... o --

/ -
-" -40 J -2',r

0.001 w I0 0.001 w lO

n n -
_

A linear •earch is u•ed to find the frequency where

phase=-180 degreei

Supply an initial guesl tO :', .5

Then find the frequency where phase margin i| zero

Given =--

_(co) .-.
_

Ge x= Find (GO)
g

Ge - O. I16

Z _

L
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: =

- _:_

--_'_1IIIII
i ' ' IP , ,I IT' I_1 '' ' PII _n' " II '
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Now compute the gain limit that cau©eo zero phaom margin
1

K I" --------

K = 1.sss " , ,,/:
1 " /

II I,

The deadtlme limit can alwo be gound. We f/tct find the zero

db croJoing frequency

Supply a guoee of mere db croeolng frequency tO := .001

Given

_((w) - I

W :. Find ((d)

z
W = 0.03S

z

The deadt[mo limit can then be computed

T I,'

z

T - 41,994

l
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Thin file ii used to determine the robustness of I control system by
- IndLcatlng the amount the plant gain and deadtlme may De increased

- before the onset of instability. The algorithm simply finds the gain
factor K and deadtlme that yields &are phase margin. File Aobust,mcd

- IPirat, describe the known plant and controller in the s domain

m

2.214
wn :- ,2 _ ,- 2.5 K :- 3.093 K :-

c l 60

Plant WO Deadtlme Controller

- [
_ K

2 l

- Ii" wn O lm) :- K 1 + ----

ii'O (sl i " o c s -p 2 2

/J l/ s + 2'_,'wn's + wn

' ¢(OJ) :-arg U (J ,td) + arg O (J 'td)
Phase i P c

M a g n i t ul(_ I,'_ M(td), al IG (J 'td)'G (_ 'td) l! p c _

/
j

Ma nltude Phase
[ ' -_ - - ' - _--'-T" ] I |

I _ NN_N
'ii
i -60 -2'.
! 0.001 w i0 0.001 w I0
i!

n n

Supply illtlinitial guess td :- .5

Then flrl41 the frequency where phase margin is zero

' ,

Given ",
i '_

_

. $(td) - -,_
i

co : - rLt",d (td)

-- 8

td - 2. ?.(t_2.10
- z !

_

!

_

-

_

,J _

-- =

IIr'
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Now compute the gain limit that causes =ere phase margin
1

K #=

17

K - 6. 078. i0
1

The deadtime limit can also be found. We first find the zero

db croellng frequency

Supply a guess of zero db crossing frequency W :- .001

Given

X(_) = l
,,

:- Find(e)
E

- 0. 127 i

E

The deadtlme limit can then be computed

T :=

z

T - 11.644

1
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